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Synopsis

Productivity of a software development organization can be enhanced by

improving the software process, using better tools/technology, and enhanc-

ing the productivity of programmers. While the overall software process

and the tools/technology clearly influence the productivity in a project,

most of the effort in a project is spent by programmers executing tasks

assigned to them, for a given overall process (and tools/technologies used),

so productivity is influenced largely by how efficiently programmers execute

various tasks. Much of the work on productivity improvement has focused

on introducing a process improvement or a new tool in a project or an or-

ganization. Less attention has been given to the behavior or practices of

programmers for improving productivity.

We know that some programmers are much more productive as compared

to others. This is despite a careful selection of people at the entry level by

organizations, receiving similar rigorous training, and having similar expe-

rience level. The difference between the productivity of programmers in a

project is often 2 to 3 times. That is, the productivity of high-productivity

programmers (with similar experience levels and background) is sometimes

2 to 3 times of the productivity of average-productivity programmers. What

makes a programmer far more productive than an average programmer is

an issue that has not been well studied, particularly for peers, i.e. program-

mers with similar level of experience.

Various studies have been done to study programmers. One set of stud-

ies has looked at various practices of programmers for performing specific

tasks, in an effort to better understand what programmers do and where

do they spend their time. Some studies have also been done to understand

differences between expert programmers and novice ones. Various studies



have been done to study the impact of a new tool or practice on programmer

productivity. Personal Software Process (PSP) is an approach that focused

on self-improvement of processes programmers use.

In this thesis, we focus on the impact of task processes on programmer pro-

ductivity. A task process is the process used by a programmer for executing

an assigned task. Typically, a programmer who is assigned a task of a few

days would execute it incrementally in small steps, each step performing

some well-defined activity. How the execution of these steps is organized by

a programmer is what we refer to as a task process. In the thesis, we propose

a general framework for studying how programmers execute tasks assigned

to them, and the differences between practices of average-productivity pro-

grammers and their high-productivity peers. We also study the impact

of transferring the practices of high-productivity programmers to average-

productivity peers.

Task process used by one programmer may vary from another for the same

task as the overall software process does not standardize any task pro-

cess. The task processes used by programmers for performing the tasks

assigned to them in a project are likely to have an impact on the pro-

grammer’s productivity. With a better understanding of the relationship

between task processes and programmer productivity, it may be possible

to improve the productivity of programmers by improving their task pro-

cesses. In particular, it may be possible to improve the productivity of

average-productivity programmers by training them to follow the task pro-

cess of high-productivity programmers.

In this thesis, we studied the task processes of high- and average-productivity

programmers to investigate the following research questions:

• Does a programmer use similar task process while executing a similar

type of task?



• Are the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers

similar? And how do they differ from each other?

• Whether the productivity of average-productivity programmers in-

creases by transferring the task processes of high-productivity pro-

grammers?

For studying the research questions, we took the following approach. We

first identified a few similar live model-based testing projects in Robert

Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Limited, a CMMi Level 5 com-

pany. In each project, we identified two sets of programmers - high-productivity

programmers and average-productivity programmers. We focused on model-

based testing tasks. We studied the task processes of programmers in the

two groups to identify the similarity between the task processes used by pro-

grammers in a group, and differences from the task processes used by the

other group. Finally, we transferred the task processes of high-productivity

programmers to average-productivity programmers by training the average-

productivity programmers on the key steps missing in their process but

commonly present in the high-productivity programmers, and studied the

impact of this on their productivity.

For grouping programmers into high-productivity and average-productivity

programmers, we requested project managers to rate programmers on pro-

ductivity as high or average. This subjective evaluation by the project

manager was confirmed using the actual productivity data of programmers,

which was based on the size of assigned software tasks and the total effort

spent for executing the tasks.

For studying the task processes of programmers, we requested each pro-

grammer to video capture their computer monitor when they execute their

assigned tasks. We then analyzed the task videos for analyzing task pro-

cesses of programmers. To identify task processes, we first identified a set

of steps commonly performed by programmers. We identified new steps

while analyzing task videos of programmers. After identifying all the steps



used by all programmers, the sequence of steps used by a programmer for

executing each task was captured.

For studying the differences between task processes, we modeled each task

process as a Markov chain. Each step in a task process is a node in a

Markov chain, and the transition between two states represents the number

of times a programmer moved from one step to another step. We derived a

state transition matrix for each task process. State transition matrix gives

the probability of transition from one step to another step. We compared

the task processes of programmers within each group (high/average pro-

ductive) and across the other group by comparing the distance between the

state transition matrices of task processes - the larger the distance between

the task processes, the lesser the similarity between them and vice versa.

Our study shows that while the task processes of high-productivity pro-

grammers were similar to each other, task processes of average-productivity

programmers vary within the group. The study also shows that task pro-

cesses of high-productivity programmers were different from the task pro-

cesses of average-productivity programmers.

For transferring, we identified the important steps that needed to be changed,

added or deleted, and then trained the average-productivity programmer(s)

on the steps to be added/modified. After transferring the task process to

them, we collected and analyzed new task videos of both high- and average-

productivity programmers. We found that the productivity of average-

productivity programmers increased and the difference in the productivity

between high- and average-productivity programmers reduced significantly.

We also found that the similarity between the task processes of high- and

average-productivity programmers also increased.

Apart from studying the task processes of high- and average-productivity

programmers, we have also conducted few other studies for improving the



productivity of programmers. A brief description about each of them is

given below.

We investigated the effect of productivity of trainers on the productivity

of new programmers and the team by conducting a limited study on a

live project. Four senior programmers were selected for training new pro-

grammers - a two were identified as high-productivity programmers and

the other two as average-productivity programmers. Both sets of trainers

trained new programmers. After completion of the training and the new

programmers working independently for at least six months, the produc-

tivity of new programmers was analyzed. We found that the programmers

trained by high-productivity programmers were more productive than the

programmers trained by average-productivity programmers. We also found

that there was a strong similarity between task processes of new program-

mers and their respective trainers, further strengthening the findings that

productivity of the trainers strongly influences the productivity achieved by

the new programmers.

One possible reason for productivity being lower than what is possible may

be due to Parkinson’s law, which states that work expands to fill the time

available for its completion. In a software project if more than needed time

is given to a programmer, the extra time will not be revealed as “free time”

on the programmer’s weekly activity reports, but will result in the pro-

grammer consuming all the allotted time resulting in loss of productivity.

To counter the effect of Parkinson’s law that may be there, we applied a

two-pronged approach: allocating one-third less time than the estimated

effort for a task, and facilitating issue resolution that may impede progress

through a short time-boxed daily meeting. We found an improvement of at

least 15% in the productivity of the programmers.

Model-based software development promises to increase productivity by

generating executable code automatically from design/models thereby elim-



inating the manual coding phase. Its effect on the productivity of main-

tenance projects involving enhancement tasks is not well researched. We

studied the impact of model-based development on the productivity and

quality of maintenance tasks. We observed 173 enhancement tasks done

using model-based software development, and 156 enhancement tasks using

traditional software development, in six live projects over one year. We

found that the productivity of enhancement tasks executed using model-

based software development was higher by over 10% as compared to tradi-

tional software development.
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Chapter 1

Programmer Productivity

Achievement of business objectives is intrinsically related to the productivity of re-

sources. Productivity is a measure of speed at which inputs are converted into required

outputs and is represented as a ratio of output to input. The inputs and outputs used

in the calculation of “productivity” depend on the type of organization. For exam-

ple, an organization involved in manufacturing/production process use number of units

produced as an output measure and unit time (or cost) as an input measure.

Productivity is always a prime concern of organizations. Due to the close relation-

ship of business goals and productivity, productivity improvement is almost always an

ongoing objective of organizations.

In software, productivity has been looked at with two related perspectives - produc-

tivity in a project or an organization, and productivity of individuals. For productivity

improvement, at the overall or project level, the focus has been on the software process.

For productivity at individual programmer level, the focus has often been on tools and

training. In this thesis, our focus is on programmer productivity. It should be pointed

out that while our focus is on productivity, it is understood that quality is also of prime

importance to organizations and that productivity improvement efforts always have to

maintain or improve quality.

In this chapter, we briefly discuss the work in software productivity. We will first

discuss overall or project level software productivity, and then discuss background work
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1. PROGRAMMER PRODUCTIVITY

related to programmer productivity. We end the chapter with an overview of the thesis.

1.1 Software Productivity

Principally, software productivity depends on overall software process, tools/technologies,

and programmers as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (Figure taken from [1]).

Figure 1.1: Productivity Triangle

Processes for executing software projects have been studied actively for over three

decades. Tools and technology to improve productivity has also been an active area of

development and improvement and continue to evolve. However, there is insufficient

understanding of programmer productivity, particularly at a task level. This thesis

focuses on this aspect.

In software, productivity is defined as the ratio of software size to the total effort

spent on developing the software [2, 3, 4]. However, even for measuring productivity,

there are challenges, both in measuring the size as well as measuring effort.

In this section, we briefly discuss the challenges in measuring size and effort for

determining productivity for software. We also briefly discuss what factors have been

found to effect software productivity.
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1.1 Software Productivity

1.1.1 Measuring Software Size

The software size measures commonly used in the calculation of software productivity

include lines of code (LOC), function points (FP), testable requirements, and use case

points. These size measures are further explained as follows:

Lines of code

Lines of code is the most commonly used measure of software size as it is easy to

calculate and accurate [5]. However, it has following drawbacks:

• LOC is not available until the end of the coding phase in software development

life cycle, that is, LOC can be measured only after the completion of 60% - 70%

of overall effort in the entire software development life cycle [6].

• LOC is a poor measure of productivity of an individual, that is, a skilled pro-

grammer may write less LOC to develop same functionality compared to a novice

programmer [5, 7].

• LOC is obsolete for model-based software development, where programmers do

not write even a single line of code but generate code automatically from models

that programmers develop [8].

• LOC is a poor measure of size for maintenance projects such as bug fixes [9], and

enhancements often require deletion of already existing LOC [10].

• There is no unified acceptance on how to count LOC [11]. Though SEI and IEEE

have published some guidelines, the actual practice still needs to be investigated

[12, 13]. There are arguments whether comments also need to be counted because

comments often help understand the software better and can improve productivity

at maintenance phase [14].

• LOC depends on the language used to develop software. Nowadays, a standard

measure of LOC is difficult as multiple languages are being used to develop soft-

ware [8].
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Function points

Function points, which is a measure of size, is independent of technology, technique,

and programming languages [15, 16]. Computation of FP requires a thorough under-

standing of system requirements to break functionality into smaller modules that can be

easily understood by the system. Functional points are computed based on the parame-

ters like inputs, outputs, inquiries, internal files, and external interfaces of software [17].

Following are the several advantages of FP [15, 16, 17]:

• It can be calculated in the initial phases of software development life cycle (design

phase).

• It is a good measure of productivity of an individual as it concentrates on the

functionality to be developed.

• It applies to both development and enhancement projects.

• It is also used in model-based software development.

There are also certain drawbacks with FP. Experienced programmers with thorough

system knowledge are required to compute FP [18]. Also, the variance of FP measure

is more than LOC, that is, each programmer may arrive at a different FP value for

measuring the size of same software [19].

Testable requirements

Requirements are predominantly classified into six types: functional, design, inter-

face, performance, implementation, and physical. Testable requirements break each of

these requirements into a set of low-level requirements such that each low-level require-

ment is testable [20]. Further complexity of each low-level requirement is calculated on

the basis of the number of inputs it requires, the number of outputs/interfaces it gives,

conditions and actions that each low-level requirement calls for, etc. On computing

the complexities of the low-level requirements, testable requirements are measured as a
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function of low-level requirements and their respective complexities. Testable require-

ments size measure is gaining popularity because it can be computed early in the life

cycle of software development and can also be used as a method to analyze require-

ments and write test cases [20, 21].

Use Case Points

Use Case Points is another size measure computed as a function of actors, sce-

narios, use cases, etc. It is derived during the requirement analysis phase to capture

functionality [22, 23, 24]. Though this measure can be computed early in software

development life cycle and is independent of technology, programming languages, etc.,

it concentrates only on the functional type of requirements and not on other types of

requirements. Further, the applicability of this size measure during maintenance phase

is also limited [25].

There also exists other size measures like system meter [26], magnitude [27], test-

case points [28, 29] etc. However, usage of such size measures is very minimal when

compared to the size measures mentioned above. Further, as an effort is spent on var-

ious activities, it has been proposed to use a combination of multiple size measures

[30, 31]. However, the practice of using a combination of multiple size measures is not

as widespread as single size measure.

It is difficult to measure software productivity due to challenges in measuring the

size of software. Each size measure has its own advantages and disadvantages. Further,

lack of comparable baseline data of software size poses a challenge to analyze produc-

tivity improvements.

1.1.2 Measuring Effort

A project manager often estimates the effort required for the software development us-

ing either “expert opinion based methods” or “Model-based methods” [32, 33]. He/she

also allocates the estimated effort to programmers as a part of scheduling and task al-

location process [1]. Programmers, after the allocation, often consume entire effort and
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may not report “free time” in their weekly activity sheets [34]. Wrong effort estimation

complicates the process of measuring correct software productivity. So the computing

effort becomes very challenging and is often inaccurate.

Expert opinion-based methods [35] depend mainly on expertise, experience, and

analogy of the experts involved. A few of them explore analogous conditions/situations

to identify the effort spent on completing similar things in the past [36]. Few others

estimate the effort based on their experience and expertise. One of the notable methods

includes “Delphi method,” where opinions of more than one expert are considered to

compute the required effort [37].

Model-based methods are mainly the regression-/algorithmic-based methods. These

methods require first identifying factors that influence the effort and then using regres-

sion methods/algorithms to fit a relation between the effort and its factors [30, 31].

One of the notable works includes “Cocomo model [37],” where effort is computed as a

function of “lines-of-code.” Some studies also use artificial intelligence/machine learn-

ing approaches for computing effort [38]. Most often, these model-based methods are

localized to a particular working environment and require recalibrating/fine tuning for

other working environments.

Measuring the actual effort spent on tasks in a project by programmers is very chal-

lenging. Project manager schedules and allocates tasks (along with estimated effort for

executing those tasks) to programmers [1]. Programmers often report to their project

manager the effort spent on executing his/her tasks using weekly timesheets or activity

reports [39, 40]. However, as programmers often spend effort on many tasks (including

non-project activities) in a week [41], it is difficult for a programmer to remember and

report back the exact effort spent by him/her on various project related tasks at the

end of the week. Further, the manual data collection is often error prone [42].

There exists various time tracking tools to monitor the programmers and capture

automatically the effort spent by him/her [43, 44]. Researchers have used such type

of tools to study few programmers for a limited time duration [41]. However, usage of

such tools in a large software development companies on a larger group of programmers
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for a longer time period is limited [39, 45]. Further, data collected from automatic tools

often will be in the format of event and its time stamp [43]. The data has to be analyzed

properly to extract the correct effort spent on project tasks. Additionally, automatic

capturing the effort spent by programmers away from their computers is challenging.

There also exists various semi-automated effort capturing tools prompting program-

mers at regular intervals to enter their effort details [46, 47]. Semi-automated tools

impose context switching while programmers are executing their tasks and thereby re-

ducing the productivity [48, 49].

Challenges in the accuracy of measuring effort data spent by programmers further

complicates the computation of software productivity.

1.1.3 Factors Affecting Software Productivity

Detailed factors that affect software productivity have been identified on the basis of

surveys, interviews, and observation of programmers and project managers. Some of

them are:

• Tom Demarco: [50] Environment factors like light, quietness, noisy work envi-

ronments, etc. affect the programmer productivity more than salary, language,

years of experience, etc.

• Brooks: [51] The complexity of programs has a significant effect on productivity.

• Rasch: [52] Ambiguity and conflict in programmer’s role can also affect produc-

tivity.

• Black Burn and Scudder: [53] Project duration and team size have a significant

impact on productivity.

• Macaulay: [54] Experience, knowledge, motivation, tools, and techniques are

important factors to improve productivity.

• Port and McArthur: [55] Object oriented programming improves productivity.
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• Kitchenham: [3] Reuse of software artifacts is a significant factor to improve

productivity.

• Berntsson: [56] Requirements accuracy, schedule, and customer involvement also

have their impact on productivity.

• Spiegl: [57] Business culture, promotions, freedom, responsibility, appreciations

also affect productivity.

• Goncalves: [58] Collaboration and communication between stakeholders has an

effect on productivity

• Bailey: [49] Task switching’s and interruptions have a significant impact on pro-

ductivity.

• Ronald: [59] Goals set to project/programmers also have an impact on produc-

tivity

• Humphrey: [60, 61] Personal software processes of programmers impact software

productivity.

• McGibbon: [62] Adoption of process frameworks improves productivity

• Marcelo: [63] Work dependencies between teams/programmers impacts produc-

tivity. Further, correct team/programmer has to be deployed to match technical

dependencies for improving productivity

• Bruckhaus: [64] Usage of tools and automation improves software productivity.

• Thomas Tan: [65] Attrition of team members in a project affect productivity

Stefan Wagner and Melanie Ruhe classified the factors into technical and soft factors

after an intense research on the factors that affect software productivity[66].Technical

factors are divided majorly into product-, process- and environment-related factors.

Some of the product-related factors include execution time constraints, product qual-

ity, user interface, required software reliability, etc. Process-related factors include

process maturity, the time span between major changes, project duration, concurrent

hardware development, etc. Environment-related factors include the use of software
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tools, programming language, modern development practices, etc. Soft factors mainly

deal with corporate culture, team culture, individual capabilities, experiences, work

environment, etc.

1.2 Software Process Improvements for Improving Pro-

ductivity

During the last three decades, focus was on the importance of the overall process of

software development on software productivity. This naturally led to an increase in

emphasis on improving software process for improving software productivity [67]. Im-

provements in the overall software process increase software productivity by identifying

and eliminating waste during the software development and optimizing existing meth-

ods to reduce the software development effort. Recognizing the challenges in software

process improvements, some frameworks have emerged to help organizations improve

their process. Some of them are briefly described here.

• CMMi: Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMi) is a framework intro-

duced by SEI, CMU to assess and improve overall software process for better

productivity [1, 68]. Processes of projects/organizations are evaluated to know

the maturity level of an overall software process. Maturity levels, under CMMi

framework, are classified into the following five levels: Initial, Repeatable, De-

fined, Quantitatively Managed, and Optimized [69, 70]. Organizations improving

its CMMi maturity level by one have reduced their development effort resulting

in productivity improvement [71, 72, 73, 74]. Projects/Organizations certified

with level 5 (optimized) rating are considered to have mature overall software

processes and strive for continuous quality/productivity improvement [75].

• ISO: International Organization for Standardization (ISO) determines the pro-

cess and product capabilities and improvements [76]. Unlike CMMi that con-

centrates only on software processes, ISO is a generic platform used across many
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industries for evaluation of both processes and products [77]. Adopting the guide-

lines and standards of ISO in software projects had improved quality [78] and

productivity [79].

• ASPICE: Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination is a sys-

tematic framework for designing and assessing automotive software development

processes [80]. It was developed in consensus with Original Equipment Man-

ufacturers (OEM) in the automotive domain. Like CMMi, ASPICE also has

maturity levels. However, unlike CMMi and ISO that predominantly deal with

project management practices and improvements, ASPICE concentrates more on

engineering methods, management and improvements [81]. Many CMMi Level 5

software development companies failed to achieve ASPICE level 5 maturity level

[82].

• DOI78: This framework is mainly used to assess avionics-related software [83].

This framework first classifies the avionics software into one of the five levels

(based on the existence of bugs in the software): A, very critical and causes dam-

age to life; B, critical when immediate action is not taken; C creates panic when

action is not taken; D to E, non-critical. Further, according to the level of the

software, this framework imposes various engineering and project management

practices in software development [84].

Though these frameworks lay down the necessity of continuous process improve-

ments, they hardly mention any research methodology to carry out process improve-

ments. Some of the well-defined research frameworks available in the literature include

quality improvement paradigm [85], goal question metrics [86], six sigma [87], etc.

Quality Improvement Paradigm

Basili established the procedure for process improvements in organizations through

Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [85]. QIP is an iterative process and contains
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two cycles, namely organizational learning cycle and project learning cycle, as illus-

trated in Figure 1.2. Project learning cycle is a part of organizational learning cycle

and is specific to a project in which improvements are planned or implemented. Fur-

ther, project learning cycle is iterative in nature. Six steps defined in QIP are as follows:

Characterize and understand: Understand existing processes and environment to

identify the areas of improvement.

Set goals: Define quantifiable goals from different perspectives (customer, project,

organizational, etc.)

Choose processes, techniques or tools: Choose processes, techniques, methods, and

tools such that they work well with current processes and environment to achieve the

set goals.

Process executions (also called project learning cycle): Test the chosen processes,

methods, and tools in a few projects. This step contains three sub-steps: executing

the chosen processes/methods/tools, collecting data from projects for analyzing results,

and providing feedback for any corrective actions.

Analyze results: Analyze results (and feedback) from all projects and identify

whether or not the goals are achieved. This step also recommends future improve-

ments that are required.

Package and store experience: Store experiences, results, etc. for future reuse.

Goal Question Metrics Approach

There exist a lot of metrics in software development [88]. Collecting the data of all

metrics in an experiment/study is costly and time-consuming. However, not collecting

the data of required metrics may demand a repetition of the entire study/experiment

[89]. Therefore, even before the beginning of actual study/experiment, an optimal

number of metrics that are only sufficient to analyze a set goal needs to be prepared.
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Figure 1.2: Quality Improvement Paradigm

Though QIP gives an overview of the way to carry out process improvements in an

organization, it hardly specifies an approach to identify metrics/measures that are re-

quired to analyze a set goal. Goal Question Metrics (GQM) [86] addresses this issue

through a three-layered hierarchical approach as illustrated in Figure 1.3. GQM re-

quires specifying goals of a study (at the top layer of this hierarchy) in a particular

manner comprising purpose, object, issue, and viewpoint.

Figure 1.3: Goal Question Metrics

On specifying the goals of a study, each goal is refined into a set of questions (in
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the middle layer) such that all these questions together solve/achieve/answer a goal.

After deriving various questions that need to be answered to analyze a set goal,

each question (in the middle layer) is refined into a set of metrics (at the bottom layer)

such that all these metrics are captured and analyzed to study each question.

Six Sigma

Six Sigma defined by GE [87] has the following two key methodologies: DMAIC

[90] and DMADV (both inspired by Deming’s Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle [91]). DMAIC

is used to optimize and bring necessary improvements in the existing processes while

DMADV is used to improve specifically the design of products [92, 93]. A brief overview

about DMAIC and DMADV is given below [94].

The basic DMAIC methodology consists of the following five steps:

• Define process improvement goals.

• Measure important characteristics of existing process and collect related data.

• Analyze the collected data to verify relationships between them.

• Improve or optimize existing process by incorporating changes in the existing pro-

cess. This step also includes analyzing the collected data to verify improvements.

• Control any deviances from goals by bringing necessary changes and continuously

monitoring the existing process.

DMADV is mainly used to optimize the product design. The basic methodology

consists of the following five steps:

• Define design goals.

• Measure and identify quality characteristics of the product.

• Analyze various design alternatives to choose the best design.
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• Design a plan for verification of the chosen best design.

• Verify the chosen design before handing over the same to process owners.

1.3 Individual Productivity - Work in Other Disciplines

The notion of improving productivity of people started in industrial engineering at the

end of nineteenth century. Taylor observed how each worker execute his mechanical

tasks. His observations, based on time-motion study, were developed into a theory

called Taylorism also called scientific management theory [95]. This theory helped

many organizations improve productivity [96]. Some of the principles of Taylorism

(scientific management theory) include

• Few individuals are more talented than others, and there is always one best way

of performing any task.

• Organizations should discover best ways of performing a task and should train

individuals on the same.

• Work has to be divided into sub-tasks, and dedicated skilled people should be

engaged on each of the sub-tasks.

• Role-based division of work improves productivity. Work has to be divided be-

tween two groups of people - managers and workers. The role of managers is to

observe workers, identify best ways of performing tasks, and train workers on the

same. The role of workers is to perform tasks assigned by their managers.

Observing how individuals execute their tasks help many organizations discover the

best way of performing a task and bring mechanization/automation in work to improve

productivity [97].

Scientific management theory is best seen in lean methods used by manufacturing

organizations [98]. Lean methods study processes followed (used) by individuals while

executing their tasks to identify and eliminate the waste in their process for improving
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productivity [99].

Standardized work

“Standardized work” is a lean method followed by Toyota for improving produc-

tivity and quality in a production process [100]. The main idea behind this method is

to observe and document the sequence of steps used by people in a production line for

uncovering the best production line process for improving productivity and quality (to

the required level). Major steps in this method are as follows:

• Fragmenting a task into major steps.

• Documenting the steps involved in executing a task in a work sheet.

• Recording the time spent on each step in four categories: manual time, automated

time, wait time, and walk time.

• Calculating the overall cycle time of the present process.

• Analyzing and modifying the present process to achieve required cycle time.

• Training workers on the new process.

• Standardizing the new process.

Value Stream Mapping

Value stream mapping (VSM) is another lean method used by manufacturing in-

dustries to identify and eliminate waste in their process [100]. VSM documents both

material and information flow of current process. VSM considers not only the product

flow but also the management information system flow that supports the product flow.

Each step in the process is mapped into one of the two categories “value added” or

“non-value added” for reducing the non-value added steps from existing/current pro-

cess [101].
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Both the standardized work and the VSM observe the work done by individuals to

identify best ways of performing a task for improving the productivity of individuals

[102].

Scientific Management Theory in Software Engineering

Some of the principles of the scientific management theory are seen already in soft-

ware development.

• Software development life cycle models split work into different phases - require-

ments, design, coding, and testing [103].

• People trained specially to work on each of the phases are called requirement

analyst, architect/designer, developer, tester, etc.

• Project team contains a manager and team members. The responsibility of

project manager is to select team members, train them on required skills, al-

locate tasks, and ensuring the quality of work within a given project schedule.

The responsibility of team members is to execute their tasks assigned by their

project manager [104].

The principle of “One Best Way” of scientific management theory in software engi-

neering is currently attributed to selecting best tools, methods/techniques for executing

a project and is not directly attributed to how people execute their tasks. Regarding

the principle of “one best way,” it is worth to mention what Agresti has mentioned

about scientific management and software engineering [105].

“I was also impressed that much of what they were saying then about I.E. (or ’scientific manage-

ment’ as it was known then) could be said today about software engineering. Now, among the various

methods used , there is always one method which is quicker and better than the rest. And this one best

method can only be discovered through a scientific study and analysis of all the methods in use ”

One can argue that there is a significant difference between manual and intellectual

work; hence, “one best way” may not be applicable to knowledge worker. It is also
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important to know what Humphrey has mentioned about scientific management in re-

lation to intellectual and manual work [106].

“Even though manual and intellectual tasks are significantly different, we can measure, analyze, and

optimize both and thus apply Taylor’s principles equally well. The principal difference between manual

and intellectual work is that the knowledge worker is essentially autonomous. That is, in addition to

deciding how to do tasks, he or she must also decide what tasks to do and the order in which to do

them. The manual worker commonly follows a relatively fixed task order, essentially prescribed by the

production line. So studying and improving the performance of intellectual work must not only address

the most efficient way to do each task but also consider how to select and order these tasks. This is

essentially the role of a defined process and a detailed plan. The process defines the tasks, task order,

and task measures, while the plan sizes the tasks and defines the task schedule for the job being done.”

Although one best way seems to be a setback to innovation, in reality, they com-

plement each other. One best way is evolved from the current innovative practices.

Standardization of “one best way” helps further innovation for improving productivity

and quality [107].

1.4 Programmer Productivity

We have classified related work on programmers into a few categories: Studies ob-

serving work practices of programmers, studies identifying the differences between pro-

grammers, and the studies that tried to modify the work practices of programmers for

improving productivity.We briefly discuss each of these. We also discuss personal soft-

ware process related studies, and pair programming as they also impact the personal

productivity of programmers, and some other related works.

1.4.1 Studies Observing Work Practices of Programmers

Martin observed five programmers for about two hours while the programmers were

investigating and fixing a bug in a given piece of code. The bug fix requires a code
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change in 5 methods in a particular order. Martin video captured the screens of pro-

grammers and manually annotated the videos to identify the sequence of methods

analyzed/modified by each programmer. He also captured the navigation techniques

from one method to another and classified them into five categories (Scrolling, Brows-

ing, cross-reference, recall and keyword search). He observed that one programmer had

finished the task altogether. He found that the programmers who did not finish their

task tried to modify the entire code in only one or two methods. Further, based on the

frequency of methods revisited by programmers, Martin found that Programmers who

did not finish their task tried to investigate the code using an opportunistic approach

but not a systematic approach. Additionally, the programmer who had finished the

task used “keyword and cross-reference search” for moving from one method to other

method indicating that program comprehension is also different between programmers

[108].

In another study, Robert W. Bowdidge observed six pairs of programmers (from

academia and industry) while the programmers were restructuring a given piece of code

for about two hours. He video captured the computer monitor of each pair and also

audio-taped their conversation. Further, He manually analyzed the audio/video tapes

and found that two pairs of programmers followed a well-planned systematic approach

while remaining four pairs of programmers mostly used an exploratory approach. The

tools selected by various pairs of programmers for restructuring the code seem to be

different. Further, the features of the tools selected for code restructuring influenced

the execution behavior of task [109].

Joseph Lawrence video captured the computer monitors of 12 programmers while

the programmers were fixing their assigned bugs. He asked programmers to think aloud

while they were working. Each programmer was observed for 2 hours. The audio tapes

of programmers and videos of their computer monitor’s were analyzed and mapped

them into seven activity codes (hypothesis start, hypothesis modify, hypothesis con-

firm, hypothesis-abandon, scent to seek, scent gained and scent lost). They found that

programmers predominantly require scent (information) for hypothesis (understanding

and fixing bugs). Therefore, he suggested tool designers include various ways of pro-
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viding scent to the programmers while designing a tool [110].

Roman Bednarik and Markku Tukiainen used an eye tracking device in their ex-

periment to understand how programmers comprehend a program. He observed the

eye movement data of 18 participants and found that programmers exhibit a different

behavior from others. Few programmers tried to run through the code whereas few

others concentrated on areas of visualization [111].

Jason Singer conducted a web-based survey of 13 software engineers (out of which

six were responded) and found that programmers spend time on various activities like

documentation, meetings, etc. along with coding. Later, Jason manually observed pro-

grammers for half an hour once in every three weeks for about six months and found

that programmers perform various activities like search, documentation, coding, debug-

ging and modifying the code. Further, searching is the most frequently used activity

by developers [112].

In a recent study, AN Meyer first did a web-based survey of 379 software profes-

sionals and then manually observed 11 software developers for about 4 hours ( - 2hours

before lunch and two hours after lunch) and found that programmers spend time on

both work and non-work related activities. Further, task and activity switches are

commonly observed. Additionally, programmers perceive themselves as high produc-

tive when they have least task/activity switches [113]. This study was corroborated

well with the author’s another study where they observed the programmers using a

monitoring tool [41].

Van Solingen conducted a web-based survey and found that interruptions cause

task/activity switches. Further, these interruptions happen majorly due to other per-

sons, emails, and phones. Programmers can avoid interruptions due to emails and

phones, but it is often difficult to avoid interruptions arising due to direct interactions

of other persons [114].

Czerwinski asked 11 programmers to record manually their activities and analyzed

those dairies to identify reasons for switching between activities. They found that 40%
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of task/activity switches are self-initiated followed by 19% due to new/next tasks. Few

other causes include 14% due to phones, 9% due to meetings, 3% due to emails and

1% due to other persons [115].

Andrew observed 17 developers and manually recorded their activities in 90-minute

sessions and found that developers sought almost 21 different types of information for

executing their tasks like understanding execution behavior of code, reasoning about

design, etc,. Further, programmers have to switch tasks/activities when the source of

information is with unavailable coworkers [116].

Robert Minelli recorded various events performed by 18 developers in an IDE and

found that developers spend time on various activities like editing, navigation, inspec-

tion, debugging, etc. Further, Program comprehension is the primary activity that

effects the productivity of programmers [117]. Sanchez also studied the interaction logs

of developers with IDE and found that the productivity of programmers degrades based

on the prolonged duration of interruptions [118].

Goncalves manually observed 14 programmers for 4 hours and found that each pro-

grammer spends around 40% of the time on individual activities and 45% of the time

on collaborative activities interacting with other programmers. Further, programmers

spend around 32% of their total time seeking information for executing their tasks [58].

Bailey conducted an experiment on a mix of students and professional. For study-

ing the performance of a task, subjects were interrupted while they were executing

their tasks. Bailey found that interruptions degrade the performance of tasks and the

amount of degradation depends on the mental load that a programmer can take [49].

1.4.2 Studies Identifying the Differences Between Programmers

Grant and Sackman observed 12 programmers debug a given task [119]. Time taken

by these 12 programmers was recorded. Analysis of the data showed that the time

taken by the slowest programmer compared to that of the fastest programmer is in

the ratio of 28:1. As the ratio of time taken by the fastest programmer to the slowest
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programmer can be heavily influenced by outliers, Prechelt used two metrics (Sf50 and

Sf25) to study variations between programmers using a box plot [120]. Sf50 is the ratio

of time taken at 75th quintile to 25th quintile, whereas Sf25 is the ratio of the time

taken at 87.5th quintile to 12.5th quintile. Data collected from different experimental

groups performing various types of tasks show that Sf25 is typically in the ratio of 2

to 3 and Sf50 is in the ratio of 1.5 to 2. Additionally, the variability (defined as the

ratio of standard deviation to mean) of more than 0.5 is observed indicating that a

programmer will take 50% more or less time than an average programmer [120].

Another study conducted by Gill suggests that productivity of programmer varies

with experience [121].

Many other studies tried to identify differences between expert and novice program-

mers. Few observations from these studies are as follows:

• More abstract chunks of knowledge are seen in experts than novice programmers.

Hence, expert programmers perform better while fetching meaningful informa-

tion. Further, Expert and novice programmers comprehend program/software

differently. Experts use mostly a systematic approach (top-down or bottom-up),

whereas novices use opportunistic comprehension [122].

• Experts try to understand first the holistic/bigger picture of the problem and later

decimate the problem into fine-grained smaller standard abstractions. Novices fail

to integrate various parts of the problem description to appropriate knowledge

structures [123].

• Novice finds it difficult to develop conceptual models regarding domain specific

knowledge for understanding requirements [124].

• Novice programmers often find it difficult to fix compilation errors when compared

with expert programmers [125].

• Expert programmers debug faster when compared with novice programmers [126].

• Experts automate simple components of the program [127].
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• Experts make use of features (comments etc.) that help understand a program

better. Hence, experts quickly navigate to the correct place for modifying the

program [128].

Torii, et al. studied differences between experts and novice programmers using so-

phisticated data collection mechanism called “Ginger.” Ginger had the capability of

audio and video capturing of a programmer, video capturing of a computer monitor,

eye tracking of programmer, skin resistance level sensors for measuring stress, etc.[129].

Their studies on experts and novices correlated well with the observations mentioned

above.

1.4.3 Studies Trying to Modify the Work Practices of Programmers

Kersten and Murphy studied interaction logs of developers with IDE while developers

switch from one task to another. They developed a tool to provide context switching

information to programmers. They computed the productivity of programmers as a

ratio of the amount of code-edits to the amount of browsing, navigating and searching.

They have reported an improvement in productivity of programmers using their tool

[130].

In another study, Hartmann first observed how expert programmers fix their com-

pilation errors and then integrated the same in the development environment of novice

programmers to help novice programmers fix their compilation errors. This study

showed that novice programmers improved their error fixing by 47% [125].

Kim studied the effect of giving feedback to a programmer in a positive and negative

manner on the productivity of programmers. Kim developed a tool called “TimeAware”

which classifies applications used by programmers into five categories ranging from

highly productive to least productive. Based on the time spent on applications, the

tool gives feedback in a positive manner (80 mins out of 100 mins are productive) to

few programmers and negative manner (20 mins out of 100 mins are non productive) to

few programmers. Kim found that programmers who received feedback in a negative

manner improved their productivity. However, the improvement in productivity did
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not sustain when the feedback from the tool is removed [131].

Marat Boshernitsan first conducted studies to identify how programmers reference

code fragments while refactoring code regarding inputs, outputs and programming style

[132]. Later, they have developed a tool to assist programmers in refactoring code. They

found that programmers had completed their transformations quickly using the tool

[133].

1.4.4 Personal Software Process

Personal Software Process (PSP) defined by Humphrey concentrated on improving in-

dividual programmer productivity. PSP is based on the principles mentioned below:

• Every programmer is different from others and hence their performances.

• To consistently improve once own performance, each programmer has to first

collect and measure their data systematically and then create and implement

plans for improving his/her performance based on the data.

To understand current performance, each programmer has to first record every job

step that he/she perform along with the time spent on those job steps; and then base-

line the captured data to lay action plans for any improvement. Although programmers

can improve in many areas, PSP focuses mainly on reducing schedule deviations and

minimizing defects.

PSP method is introduced in seven process versions labelled PSP0, PSP0.1, PSP1,

PSP1.1, PSP2, PSP2.1, and PSP3 as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Each process version has

a set of forms, scripts, logs, and standards to guide each programmer measure, record,

baseline, and analyze his/her data.

PSP0 and PSP0.1 (Personal measurement)

PSP0 and PSP0.1 versions emphasize more on defining and recording existing process.
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Figure 1.4: Personal Software Process

• PSP0: This version mainly concentrates on recording (baseline) the existing pro-

cess. Programmers measure the time they spent in each phase of the process and

logged all the defects captured during testing.

• PSP0.1: Based on the data recorded in PSP0, this version emphasizes to bring

standard coding practices and measurement of the size of software.

PSP1 and PSP1.1 (Personal planning)

PSP1 and PSP1.1 lay importance on scheduling and task planning process (using the

data of PSP0 and PSP0.1).

• PSP1: This version emphasizes on estimating the software size of a new task

along with the defects that may arise (using the baseline data of size and defects

in PSP 0 and PSP 0.1).

• PSP1.1: This version emphasizes on estimating the effort required to complete

a new task using the size and defects estimated in PSP1. Scheduling and task

planning are performed based on the estimated effort.
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PSP2 and PSP2.1 (Personal quality)

Early defect detection helps to remove defects with less effort and minimizes schedule

deviations. Therefore, PSP2 and PSP2.1 concentrate on the process of defect detection

and removal.

• PSP2: Based on the defects (in PSP1 and PSP1.1), this version concentrates

on bringing code and design review checklists to uncover most of the defects

even before the start of the testing phase. This version help reducing schedule

deviations by reducing the rework effort.

• PSP2.1: This version adds two more strategies “design specification” and “anal-

ysis techniques.” Programmers can improve their personal performance by mea-

suring the time taken to complete their tasks and the number of defects in-

jected/removed in each phase.

PSP3 (Cyclic development)

This is the final step in PSP and concentrates on scaling up the entire process to large

projects through incremental software development.

1.4.4.1 Experience with PSP

Unlike CMMi, which is oriented toward project/organizational capabilities, PSP is

more focused on improving individual programmer’s performance. PSP uses a system-

atic process (with checklist, forms, templates, etc.) to analyze one’s own capabilities

(based on past data) to lay plans for improving quality and reducing schedule deviation.

Effects of PSP has been well studied. Some of the findings are :

• The estimation accuracy of effort was improved. This was find in academic setting

[60], as well as in industry [134].

• Programmers injected fewer defects and made the software more productive [61].
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• High productivity students (who write more LOC/hour and inject fewer defects)

reported that PSP made them less productive. On the other hand, students

with low productivity, who inject more defects reported that PSP improved their

performance [61].

• None of the students continued using PSP due to the overhead involved in col-

lecting and analyzing data [46].

• Integrated tool support is required during practicing PSP; else, data quality prob-

lems can lead to wrong conclusions [42].

• Even with integrated tool support, accurate student behavior was not reflected

[135].

• There was a significant improvement in the defect detection capabilities [136].

• Despite management guidelines, most of the programmers did not use full PSP

process consistently [61].

• PSP cannot be applied as-is, but requires adaptations to match company practices

[137].

• No industry programmer accepted to log the data at the required level of precision

[138].

1.4.5 Pair programming

Programmers work in pairs to develop software or solve an issue/problem/bug. Con-

tinuous reviews and discussions between them trigger fast learning and help improve

programmer productivity. However, there is no unified acceptance on programmer pro-

ductivity improvement in pair programming. Some of the studies on impact of pair

programming are:

• Gerardo and team stated that productivity of programmer improved when he/she

moved to pair programming from solo programming [139].

• Pietinen and team stated that productivity of programmer reduced when he/she

moved from solo programming to pair programming [140].
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• Allen Parrish and team stated that the quality of the product improved in pair

programming. However, the programmer productivity can reduce if the role-based

protocol is not followed during pair programming [141].

• Novice-novice pair against solo novices is more productive than expert-expert pair

against solo experts [142].

• Organizations has to perform cost benefit analysis for using pair programming in

projects [143].

• An additional cost of 15% would be incurred to organizations for using pair pro-

gramming. However, pair programming improves design quality and reduce de-

fects [144].

Lack of good communication between the programmers could also hinder benefits

of pair programming. Comparable experiences, capabilities, and high comfort levels

between the paired programmers are a few factors that impact productivity in pair

programming [145].

1.4.6 Other Studies

Few studies focused on how programmers interact with each other for developing new

tools assisting them [146, 147, 148].

Many other studies concentrated on studying the effect of introducing/modifying a

tool/process/method on productivity. For example:

• Whether or not test driven development is more productive than traditional soft-

ware development [149, 150, 151].

• Whether or not agile software development yields an improvement in productivity

[152].

• How adopting CASE tools in software development affect productivity [153].

• Effect of reuse on productivity [154, 155].
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• The effectiveness of static analysis tools, use case templates, etc. on software

quality and productivity [156, 157].

• Efficacy and efficiency of coverage criteria on software testing [158].

• Effect of code coupling on programmer productivity [159].

• Effect of two-person inspection on programmer productivity [160].

Mining software repositories is another area where the artifacts (developed by pro-

grammers) in the project repositories are analyzed for various objectives. A few of

them includes but not limited to

• Giving useful insights to programmers and project managers for improving pro-

ductivity, delivery, and quality [161, 162, 163, 164].

• Understanding and verifying taboos and assumptions in software development

[165].

• Understanding overall software process [166].

• Identifying deviations/improvements in the overall software process [167, 168].

• Calculating project related metrics [169].

• Identifying the behavior of programmers [170].

1.5 Thesis Outline

As discussed in sections above, the developments in software processes have resulted

in the systematic software development for achieving the project and organizational

goals. Improvements in the overall software process increase software productivity by

identifying and eliminating waste during the software development and optimizing the

existing methods to reduce the software development effort. Over the years, research

on software process has matured well with frameworks like CMMi, ISO, ASPICE, etc.,

which are used by many organizations to have highly matured overall software process.
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Many studies have concentrated on how programmers comprehend software and

identifying differences between novice and experts. Some studies looked into how pro-

grammers spend time at office on work and non-work related activities. Few stud-

ies tried to identify how programmers perform debugging, refactor a piece of code,

task/activity switching’s etc. None of the studies have carefully and systematically

studied how programmers execute specific tasks, and how the method of execution of

a task may impact the productivity of programmers. The work reported in this thesis

focuses on doing a systematic study of how tasks are executed by programmers and

how they affect productivity.

This thesis not only studies the programmer productivity at the task level, it also

explores how the understanding obtained from these studies can be used to improve

productivity of some programmers, particularly those who are not very productive.

This is done not by self-learning through experience but by systematic learning from

more productive programmers, and active effort of teaching the practices they use to

others. This approach of study about how tasks are executed, how it impacts produc-

tivity, and how the learnings may be used to improve productivity of less productive

programmers is a unique contribution of this thesis.

A software project consists of various tasks. A task is a piece of work and is always

assigned to a single individual/programmer for its completion because further splitting

of a task can be counterproductive. In a given matured overall software process (and

tools/technology), most of the effort in a software project is consumed by programmers

executing tasks assigned to them. Typically detailed schedule of a project shows the

execution of a large number of tasks by programmers. Hence, for a given software

process, the software productivity depends heavily on how efficiently the individual

programmers execute various tasks. Therefore, there is a clear possibility of improving

software productivity by improving individual programmer’s efficiency in executing as-

signed tasks. This is the focus of the work reported in this thesis. The studies reported

in this thesis were conducted in Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Ltd,

a CMMi Level 5 software company, based in Bangalore, India.
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Our study concentrated on improving the productivity of average-productivity pro-

grammers by identifying and transferring the best ways of executing a task to average-

productivity programmers. The best way of executing a task is determined through

the identification of differences between how high- and average-productivity program-

mers executed their assigned tasks. Our study is somehow in line with the concepts of

Taylorism, value stream mapping, and standardization techniques mentioned earlier in

this chapter.

Some of the differences identified between high- and average-productivity program-

mers showed that high-productivity programmers might not jump directly into the

execution of task but spend a considerable amount of time understanding the assigned

task initially. Further, high-productivity programmers seem to follow a systemic way

of executing their tasks when compared to average-productivity programmers. These

observations remind the studies mentioned earlier in this chapter between experts and

novices to understand how experts and novices comprehend and execute their assigned

tasks.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: Studying Task Processes

In this chapter, we discuss what are task processes, and the framework to study task

processes for improving programmer productivity. We first describe how we obtained

the buy-in from the organization for conducting this research, as it is often a significant

challenge. To study task processes of programmers, we use the tool “Snag-it” for video

capturing the computer monitors of programmers. We then manually analyzed the

task videos to identify task processes used by programmers. For the study, we grouped

programmers into high- and average-productivity programmers - this we did using the

feedback from the project managers as well as using the productivity data as measured

in various tasks. This work was presented in Doctoral Symposium in ICSE 2014 [171].

Chapter 3: Impact of Task Processes on Programmer Productivity in

Model-Based Testing
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In this chapter, we first discuss the testing in model-based software development

[AST’14] [172] and then discuss the task processes used for unit testing in model-based

development [ISEC’13] [173]. To understand the impact of task processes on the pro-

ductivity of programmers, we studied the task processes used by programmers while

executing testing tasks in a live model-based development project. Using our frame-

work, we first identified two sets of programmers - one with high productivity and

the other with average productivity. Then we studied testing tasks executed by these

programmers to understand their task processes, and the differences between the task

processes used by programmers in the two groups. We identified some differences in

the task processes followed by these two types of programmers - both in terms of the

steps performed as well as in terms of how the steps were performed.

Chapter 4: Modeling and Analyzing Task Processes

In this chapter, we discuss how we model each task process as a network of steps and

analyze them using Markov chains for a more formal analysis. For comparing two task

processes, we compare the state transition matrices of the respective Markov Chains.

The difference between two processes is quantified as the distance between their Markov

Chains. We then studied the differences between high- and average-productivity pro-

grammers. We found that the task processes of high-productivity programmers were

different from the task processes of average-productivity programmers. This work was

reported in APSEC2015 [174].

Chapter 5: Impact of Transferring Task Processes of High-Productivity

Programmers to Average-Productivity Programmers

In this chapter, we discuss how we transferred task processes of high-productivity

programmers to average-productivity programmers and the results that we obtained.

We first identified the differences in the task processes between high- and average-

productivity programmers and then transferred the task processes of high-productivity

programmers to average -productivity programmers through training. We observed
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that the task processes and the productivity of average-productivity programmers im-

proved. We also noticed that the similarity between the task processes of high and

average productivity programmers improved. Our study indicates that it is possible

to transfer the task process of high-productivity programmers to average-productivity

programmers for improving their productivity.

Chapter 6: Other Studies for Improving Programmer Productivity

Apart from studying the task processes of programmers, we also conducted few

other studies on programmers for improving productivity. In this chapter, we discuss

our other studies for improving programmer productivity.

The first study was to examine the effect of productivity of trainers on the pro-

ductivity of new programmers. It is common in software development companies to

employ a dedicated trainer to train and groom a new programmer. We asked high- and

average-productivity trainers to train two new programmers each. We analyzed the

productivity of new programmers after they had worked independently for at least six

months after the completion of training. We found that the programmers trained by

high-productivity programmers were more productive than the programmers trained

by average-productivity programmers. Further, the task processes of new program-

mers were more similar to their respective trainers indicating that task processes can

be transferred from trainers to trainees and has a significant impact on the productivity

of programmers.

In the second study, we countered the “Parkinson’s Law” behavior in programmers

for improving productivity. When programmers are allocated more than required effort

for executing a task, programmers may consume entire allocated effort and may not

report “free time” in their weekly activity reports. But there are often issue resolution

challenges due to which a programmer ends up wasting time. In our study, we allocated

33% less time to programmers than the estimated effort required for executing a task,

and also facilitated a 15-minute time box for daily meetings to resolve issues that may

impede the progress of a task. We found a significant improvement in productivity
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[ISEC’13] [34].

In the third work, we studied the effect of model-based software development on

the productivity of programmers during the maintenance phase of a project. In this

study, we looked at many enhancement tasks in model-based development and com-

pared them with enhancement tasks in traditional software development. We found

that model-based software development gives at least 10% improvement in productiv-

ity [APSEC2014] [175].

Chapter 7: Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we summarize the thesis, and discuss some possibilities of how the

framework of using task processes for programmer productivity improvement can be

employed, and the need for further studies. We have also discussed limitations and

threats to validity of our study.
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Chapter 2

Studying Task Processes

In a mature overall process with minimal wastage, the majority of effort in a software

project is spent by programmers executing tasks assigned to them. Typically a detailed

schedule of a project shows the execution of a large number of tasks by programmers.

Hence, for a given software process, the software productivity is highly dependent on

how efficiently the individual programmers execute various tasks assigned to them.

Therefore, there is a definite possibility of improving software productivity by improv-

ing individual programmer’s efficiency.

In this chapter, we will discuss the concept of tasks in a software project and also

the concept of task processes - the processes used for executing these tasks. As a project

is finally a network of tasks executed by people in the team, how efficiently these tasks

are executed also have a due impact on the productivity of the project. Here, we will

describe the framework we are using for studying task processes to understand their

impact on programmer productivity. But, first we will describe how we motivated

the need for this study, and got the buy-in from the organization. We have applied

the framework mentioned in this chapter on programmers executing model-based unit-

testing tasks. Our study design, approach, and results of model-based unit-testing are

given in later chapters.
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2.1 Getting the Buy-In

Empirical studies of actual practices in software engineering require observing pro-

grammers in an actual field environment. However, despite the existence of hundreds

of software development organizations with thousands of programmers, due to the or-

ganizational and policy challenges that exist in business organizations, such studies are

hard to conduct [176]. Consequently, empirical studies that requires direct observation

of programmers are few [177].

Due to inherent uncertainties involved in exploring a research question, it is gener-

ally very hard for researchers to convince organizations for conducting empirical studies

to address some research questions. This challenge gets compounded due to insufficient

appreciation of value of research by managers and senior management, as well as due

to business and deadline pressures. The situation gets further complicated in software

services companies where projects are being done for customers, who are often directly

involved in the projects, and whose approval for conducting a field study is also required.

Moreover, programmers and project teams also are not interested in participating

in field studies, as it will necessarily involve some extra work, and the teams are under

pressure for delivering quality software within schedule. Even when there is no schedule

pressure, as their goals (often set at the beginning of the year) for performance evalu-

ation generally do not include support for field studies etc., programmers and project

teams are often not excited about participating in such studies.

So, if any empirical study is to be done on live projects in an organization, a strong

buy-in is needed from multiple stakeholders. In addition, the study must comply with

the policies of the organization - as most such organizations have strong policies and

guidelines which severely limit what can be done.

For this work, to understand the policies and what is feasible, we first met Hu-

man Resource Department to understand the organizational policies and guidelines -

mainly on capturing audio/video of programmers along with the computer monitors

of programmers. We were told that the audio and/or video capturing of programmers
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is not allowed in the organization. Therefore, we dropped the idea of video taping of

the programmers and agreed to work with video capture of their monitors. We then

met the Legal department to get their opinion on the implications of capturing the

computer monitors of programmers on the organization, and were informed that this

is feasible with proper permissions and concurrence of project managers.

For doing such a study of task processes, it is extremely important to first establish

its desirability and motivation. This requires not only articulating what the study is,

but what benefit it may accrue to all the stakeholders, and take their inputs - which also

helped them feel a part of the study. it is also essential to get a buy-in from Managers,

as their support is critical since the experiment may involve extra work from teams.

We had a discussion with the metrics team to understand the type of projects in the

organization, and then obtained the email addresses of project managers from the IT

infrastructure team.

To get inputs about the value of task processes study as well as get their buy-in, we

conducted a Web-based survey of project managers to find out their views on studying

task processes as a possible approach for improving programmer productivity. The sur-

vey was sent to 189 project managers, out of which 115 (over 60%) responded. Some

of the key questions of the questionnaire and their responses are given in the Table 2.1.

Sl
No

Questionnaire Yes No

1 Is your team working on embedded software? 69.30% 30.70%

2 Are your team members working on model based
project?

50.50% 49.50%

3 Do associates in your team break a task into a se-
quence of sub-tasks (called task-process)?

91.90% 8.10%

4 Do your associates follow various task-processes in ex-
ecuting the tasks?

76.90% 23.10%

5 Task-processes followed by an associate in their tasks
has an impact on his/her productivity

84.60% 15.40%

6 Studying the way an associate breaks a task into a
sequence of sub-tasks can help identifying the areas of
improvement

91.40% 8.60%
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7 Studying the task-processes followed by associates in
their tasks can help in identifying the best practices
for executing tasks

84.80% 15.20%

8 Which tasks consume maximum effort in your project – –

9 Task-process that have positive influence on associates
productivity

– –

10 Task-processes that have negative influence on asso-
ciates productivity

– –

Table 2.1: Questionnaire for Survey of Project Managers

It was clear from this survey that project managers felt that the task processes

used by a programmer (associate) impacts his/her productivity, and by studying task

processes we can uncover best practices and can improve productivity of programmers.

In response to open ended questions (8, 9, and 10) we got many suggestions. While

most were very general, as the project managers still did not know what task processes

look like and what steps may be in them, the responses provided a useful background

when studying task processes. The key suggestions are given below:

For Q8 (tasks that consume the maximum effort), most commonly stated tasks

were: Analysis, Design, Testing, and Enhancements. Later, when we met with senior

management of the relevant unit, it was agreed that the maximum number of people

are involved in testing (and there were some projects which were exclusively doing unit

testing), it is best to initially focus on this phase.

On the question regarding what task-processes have a positive influence, as ex-

pected, we got all types of replies, as it was not fully clear to them what activities are

task-processes. It is still illustrative to list the nature of some of the common responses:

• Understand impact on other modules

• Identify and write unit test cases

• Do good analysis before coding
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• Identify negative scenarios

• Self review

• Get design reviewed

• Clearly understand the tasks before starting

• Break down into sub tasks / develop a detailed work-breakdown-structure

• Micro-schedule your work

• Prepare text matrix before writing testcases

As we can see, all these reflect some type of practice that the project manager felt

can help productivity while executing a task like unit testing of a module. This also

supported our view that the steps or sub-tasks executed by a programmer when a task

is assigned to him/her has an impact on the productivity. (For the last question, we

did not get any interesting replies. However, one theme did show up frequently - doing

multitasking was considered as having a negative impact.)

With this survey data, we met four vice presidents (business unit heads) and pre-

sented our research proposal along with the survey results to each of them separately.

We also briefed them about our discussion with HR department and Legal department.

We were told to focus on model-based projects as a majority of projects would be only

model-based in future. Further, we were told to consider programmers with less than

3 years of experience as they are the major workforce in the organization. We also met

the head of Quality and briefed him on the research, and identified the units where

model-based development was happening. We met the respective senior managers and

middle-level managers in the units for nominations of projects for our research.

We spent more than six months in this process. We feel that for such studies, re-

searchers should be adequately prepared for this - the amount of effort that needs to be

done to get a buy-in for conducting an empirical study in an organization is enormously

high.
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2.2 Task and Task Processes

Most software projects executed in commercial organizations have an overall plan that

specifies the broad schedule with major milestones and is often obtained by estimating

the effort and time for the project and the major components. This overall project

plan is essential for planning and monitoring the project, but for execution and control

it is of limited use for a Project Manager. For finer level control, a project is generally

converted to a detailed schedule that is consistent with the overall schedule. The de-

tailed schedule of a project, which typically evolves during project execution, typically

has “tasks” that are generally assigned to one person [1, 178].

We will use the term task to refer to an activity assigned to one person (sometimes

called a resource) in a software project and which has a clear deliverable or completion

condition that is used by the project manager to assess the satisfactory completion of

the task. In this thesis, we will focus primarily on tasks related to model-based testing

- the task that consumes much of the effort in a model-based software project, and

which was recommended by most project managers for producing improvement in the

survey.

In most projects, a task may take a few hours to a few days to complete. Typically,

a programmer assigned a task would execute it incrementally in small steps, each step

performing some activity. We consider a step as performing some well-defined activity

that will help in the completion of the task. How the execution of these steps is or-

ganized by a programmer is what we refer to as task process. In other words, a task

process for a task is the sequence of steps used by a programmer for executing that task.

For example, for a task “develop functionality of a module X,” a programmer may

use the following task process (specified as sequence of steps): build a skeleton, cre-

ate basic functions, define methods and attributes, write code for a method, unit test

the method, and repeat the last two steps as many times as required. As the overall

software process generally does not specify or standardize task processes, so the task

process can vary from one programmer to another. For instance, for the above task, a

programmer may use the following task process: write a small piece of code, compile,
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fix compiling errors, repeat the steps till code for module X is done, test the entire

code, fix uncovered bugs, and repeat testing and debugging till satisfied.

The above example illustrates that the task process for performing a same task

may vary from programmer to programmer. Besides the structure of task processes in

terms of steps employed and their order, the qualitative execution can also vary from

programmer to programmer. For example, a programmer may write a few lines and

then compile; another may write 10s or 100s of lines before performing the compile

step; similarly, in the testing step, a programmer may execute one or two test cases,

and another may execute 10s of test cases.

As the tasks in a project are determined in the context of the overall software pro-

cess, the overall software process can be viewed as the organization of the execution of

tasks. And the task process can be viewed as micro-processes, defining the process for

execution of each of the task in the overall process. Or it can be viewed as a further

detailing of the overall process by giving detailed steps in each of the tasks.

Task processes used by one programmer may vary from another as the overall soft-

ware process does not standardize any task processes. On the other hand, we all know

that some programmers are much more productive than others. So, the task processes

used by programmers for performing the tasks assigned to them in a project is likely

to have an impact on the programmer’s productivity.

Therefore, there is a need to study the effect of task processes on programmer

productivity. Particularly, we need to investigate questions like “What are the task

processes used by programmers?” “What are the differences in task processes used by

productive programmers from the task processes used by average programmers?” “Can

we improve average programmer’s productivity by transferring the task processes from

the high-productivity programmers to average-productivity programmers?” Addressing

such questions is the goal of this thesis.
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2.2.1 Representing Task Processes

Task process is a sequence of execution of various small steps (some of which may be ex-

ecuted many times). Each step performs some well-defined activity toward completion

of the assigned task and often resulting in some tangible output that the programmer

later use. Associated with each step in a task process is some amount of qualitative

and quantitative information.

For example, for a testing type of task, “writing new test cases” can be a step in a

task process. Quantitative information associated with this step can be how much time

was spent in doing this step. Qualitative information associated with this step includes

how a programmer derived test cases, how expected output value of each test case is

computed, etc. Qualitative and quantitative information on each step helps in effective

analysis of the task processes of programmers. However, identifying and extracting

information associated with each step is challenging.

A good amount of work has been done on modelling and analyzing business pro-

cesses [179, 180]. Process models defined in the literature [181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186,

187] focus on representing the overall software process.

At a basic level, we represent a task process as a table containing the sequence of

steps executed by the programmer while executing the task. We can enhance each step

in the table with qualitative (how was the step performed) and quantitative (duration

of the execution) information associated with it. This table will have a limited number

of steps, as a task eventually is completed. Some steps may be repeated many times in

this sequence. Consequently, the number of distinct steps (or step types), represented

by the name given to the step, will normally be much fewer than the number of steps

performed in the task-process.

From this table capturing the sequence of steps executed, we can model the task

process as a flowchart of steps - this will often be a compact graphical representation

which can help in understanding the task process and for discussions. We sometimes
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used the flowchart representation in our initial studies.

While flowcharts can be a good way to represent and understand the flow of steps

in a process, flow charts are not efficient to answer a query like “how similar are the

two processes?” or what percentage of effort was used in executing a particular step.

For this purpose, the tabular representation with attributes like frequency and duration

spent are more suitable and were used. More on how this is done is discussed in the

next Chapter.

However, the tabular representation also does not suffice if we want to ask a ques-

tion how far apart are two task processes. For these type of questions, we later model

a task process as a Markov chain where each step in the task process represents a node

in the Markov chain. (More on this in chapter 4).

2.2.2 Comparing Task Processes

Task processes can be compared by considering steps, and qualitative / quantitative

information of each step. In general, comparison of task processes is not easy due to the

reasons like task processes are not defined precisely, and even when they are defined,

as there are no commonly used standard process languages, it may not be defined as

the same level of detail leading to vague comparisons.

Some quantitative comparison of task processes can be easily done by comparing

their respective table of steps, or by comparing their flowchart representations. For

example, to determine if there are different steps in the task process, the tabular or

flow chart representation is sufficient. To study if there are differences in how many

times a step has been executed or how much effort is spent in a step, then the tabular

representation with its attributes about steps can be used (flowchart will not suffice,

unless each node is augmented with attributes.) We will give examples of these repre-

sentations later.

From the tabular representation, the process can also be represented as a Markov

chain - where each step is a node and movement from one step to another is a transi-
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tion. This representation is useful to quantify the difference between two task processes

- the distance between the two Markov chains can be used as a measure of how simi-

lar/dissimilar are the two task processes. We will discuss this further in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Framework to Study the Impact of Task Processes on Program-

mer Productivity

For studying the impact of task processes on the individual productivity of program-

mers, we took the following approach. We first identified some projects which had

multiple programmers and which were of reasonable duration. We then identified two

sets of programmers - high-productivity programmers and average-productivity pro-

grammers. Then we studied their task processes for the task under study (unit testing

in model based development in our case), using which we identified the similarity be-

tween the task processes used by programmers in a group, and differences from the task

processes used by the other group. The framework of our study is illustrated as a flow

chart in Figure 2.1 - further details about each of the major steps in the framework is

given below.

Figure 2.1: Framework to Study the Impact of Task Processes on Programmer

Productivity
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2.2.3.1 Identifying Projects and Tasks for Studying

This step is important to analyze data between a group of productive programmers and

a group of average programmers. We may not draw useful conclusions if programmers

in this study belong to different types of projects. We say projects are of similar type

based on domain, platform, language, type of tasks, overall processes, tools, develop-

ment environment, etc.

To choose an area of work, project teams, and programmers, we conducted our

study at Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Private Limited, a CMMi

level 5 company, as discussed earlier in the Chapter. Based on that survey, the focus

of this study was model-based software development projects, and within that unit

testing of modules. Model-based software development is more promising to the orga-

nization and unit testing was already a major area of work in which a large number

of programmers (particularly junior ones) were involved. Hence, the organization was

keen to improve productivity in these projects.

The size of each project in the organization is around 12-14 members. Among

these 12-14 team members, we could typically find 7-8 programmers (testers) have

experience of fewer than three years. The remaining team members are experienced

and seniors like project manager, associate project manager, architect, and specialists.

Our framework requires grouping of programmers into two groups of high- and average

productive which means that we need more number of programmers executing similar

types of tasks. Moreover, based on the senior management inputs, we confined this

study to programmers having 1-2 years of experience in the chosen area.

The projects were chosen which has many programmers working, so we can iden-

tify a group of high productivity and average productivity programmers. E.g. in the

study described in the next Chapter, we selected a project which had many program-

mers and from them we selected six programmers with similar educational background,

experience (1-2 years), and training - three of whom were classified as having high pro-

ductivity and other three as having average productivity. As project managers are key

to success of such experiments and we are relying on evaluation of project managers,
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these projects were those where project managers are with the team for a long time

and know the performance of team members/programmers well.

For analyzing productivity in tasks, we need data on effort spent on the task and

size for the task. For size, we decided to use whatever size measure is being used by

the organization or the project (as it is a CMM level 5 company, there are organization

level standards for size and all projects use size measures.) For measuring effort, the

current measure used in the organization, which captures effort in hours, was inade-

quate for task level analysis. We will later describe how we obtained more refined effort

measurements.

The project manager and programmers of the selected projects were first briefed

about this study for a common understanding and their support and buy-in. For

studying task processes, programmers were trained in aspects like self-recording, stor-

ing and analyzing data that was needed for the experiment. They were also engaged at

all stages in review of the project and the information we collected on tasks or projects.

2.2.3.2 Identifying High- and Average-Productivity Programmers

Our framework requires identifying high- and average-productivity programmers in a

project. High-productivity programmers are those who complete tasks (of appropri-

ately same size and complexity) quickly and with good quality when compared to

other programmers. That is, high-productivity programmers develop/test more code

in a given amount of time than average programmers.

As task level past productivity data was not available, for grouping programmers

into high-productivity and average-productivity programmers, we requested project

managers to rate programmers on productivity as high or average.

This subjective evaluation by the project manager was later verified with the help

of programmer’s productivity data collected in the study. As it turned out, the initial

assessment of project managers was accurate.
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Both the programmer groups were briefed about the study, and their involvement,

particularly in capturing data about the tasks. They were assured that this data will

be used only for the experiments, all information about their tasks will be shared and

verified with them, and details about their tasks or productivity will not be revealed to

the management. Before giving this assurance to programmers, we had obtained this

assurance from the senior management.

We did not inform programmers about our approach of classifying programmers into

high and average productive groups. We told them that we are interested in studying

the executions of tasks by programmers to uncover a best way of executing a task.

However, we had shared our approach to management and project manager.

2.2.3.3 Studying Programmer’s Task Processes

For studying task processes, we need to capture the effort data of programmers at a

finer granularity than what is achieved by effort and activity logging systems, which are

commonly used in many high maturity companies. Currently, for example, most effort

data has a granularity of hours. Generally, a weekly activity report contains tasks that

are assigned to the programmer, as well as the estimated effort for the assigned task

(as estimated by the project manager). Once the task is executed, the actual effort is

logged by the programmer. Besides assigned tasks, the report also contains Common

Activities (like meetings, review, etc). All effort is recorded in hours - generally with a

granularity of 0.5 hours. A sample of this is given in Table 2.2.

Week 29.01.17 to 04.02.17

Task Name 29.01 30.01 31.01 1.02 2.02 3.02 4.02

SlopeDetection Coding
(Scheduled)

8 8 8

SlopeDetection Coding (Actual) 6 9 10

SlopeDetection Rework Coding
(scheduled)

0.5

SlopeDetection Rework Coding
(Actual)

0.5

Other task (Scheduled)

Other task (Actual )
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Common activity -1 (Actual)

Common activity -2

Common activity -3

Common activity -4

Table 2.2: A Partially-Filled Regular Weekly Activity Report

We needed the effort data in minutes. For assisting programmers in recording the

data, we first introduced the “Grind stone” tool [47] which they can use to record data.

However, the collected data from programmers did not help due to various reasons:

lack of uniformity across data for comparison, programmers still forgot to capture the

data accurately or captured the data at a higher granularity than required, they often

missed some key steps (or combined many of them) or the order of execution of various

steps in the task, etc.

To obtain data at a much finer granularity for analyzing the task processes effec-

tively, we decide to use the tool “snag-it” [188] to capture the screen shots of program-

mers monitors while executing the tasks. The tool captures one screen shot of the

computer monitor per every 5 seconds of task progression. Then the captured screen is

converted to a video, which can be played at a desired speed. With this video, one can

see the screen of a programmer moving at a fast speed, and without actually watching

the programmer. As the “video” is really the playing of the screen shots captured every

5 seconds, typically the video of a 4 hour session (which will have about 2880 frames)

runs at normal speed for less than one hour. Processing this video to extract task

processes initially is a slower process and takes a long time (a one hour video may take

more than that to process). However, after processing videos of a few programmers,

the processing becomes more efficient.

Before installing the tool, the programmers were assured that the captured videos

would not be shared with anyone and were meant only for research purpose. Actual

data collection for the experiment started only after a programmer became familiar

with capturing of screen shots using the snag-it tool.
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To identify steps in task processes of programmers and how they are organized from

the video, we first identified the commonly used steps while executing a task based on

discussions with the project teams. There is generally an existing common vocabulary

that programmers use to discuss how they execute a task, which, with some refinements

and standardization, is a good starting point for the set of steps that may exist in a

task process. Actually, there also exists a broad general task process which has evolved

over time based on past practices, project standards, and training, etc, which also helps

define a common set of steps to be used and a general organization of these steps.

To ensure accuracy of observations, we also decided to analyze the video ourselves

to identify the steps, their properties, and their execution sequence. While this required

a huge amount of effort, we could not find any other way of getting the data at the

level of accuracy that we needed for this study.

We first analyzed a task video of a programmer to identify what exactly he/she was

doing. Generally, we grouped what appeared as a continuous activity perhaps with

many minute activities as one (tentative step), and used visible transitions to a differ-

ent type of continuous activity as transition to the next step. We noted these activities

performed by a programmer in a table grouped together as one, along with its duration.

We then mapped these activities into steps (using the set of steps initially identified)

- sometimes merging them where needed. If the activities grouped together had to be

considered as separate steps - in that case, we had to go back and reanalyze the video.

We discussed this analysis with the programmer to validate it and refined it based on

his/her inputs. An example of some of the initial notes capturing the description of

activities being done, along with the initial identification of steps, is shown in Table 2.3

(the complete notes for this had about 80 entries). As we can see, the initial notes had

grouped the activities in a manner, but when identifying steps, sometimes multiple of

these were merged into one step. And sometimes, they had to be divided among two

steps.
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Time
(Hours
: mm)

Activities performed by programmer Step name

0:05 Open Bugzilla, check the versions of the files and
documents, check for additional information if
any

Analyze task request

0:10 Create folder structure, Open the tool ascet,
open the version control system, check the re-
quired configurations of files, load the files, store
the documents in the folder structure, Open the
files in ascet

Load files

0:20 Check functional document, break the require-
ments in functional document into minute level
in the excel sheet

Analyze functional doc-
ument

0:05 Create test project model, delete the variables
in the project

Setup test environment
manually

0:05 Create calc and init tasks in the test project
0:15 Create input tables in the test project, create ex-

pected output variable tables in the test project,
create local variables for capturing values, give
connections from timer to each table to model,
put comparison model for comparing outputs
and expected outputs

0:10 Assign task numbers to all variables in the test
project, update sheet of acceptance

0:10 Set scheduler and assign priorities to tasks, im-
port formulas, select signals for viewing

0:10 Generate template for test spec tool, check func-
tional document, import variables in test spec
tool, add variable names in aspects, link aspect
variables with variables in test cases, configure
the path of storage

Create aspects

0:10 Write variable names in excel sheet, write time
points, write test cases (2), rename variable
names to suit to test spec tool

Write Test cases

0:10 Add variable names in aspects, link aspect vari-
ables with variables in test cases, configure the
path of storage

Create aspects

0:03 Execute test cases Run test cases
Select signals (variable values over execution
time) for viewing

Understand code be-
havior
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Analyze variable values for understanding the
behavior of code

0:05 Modify test cases, execute test cases Modify test case inputs
in excel; Run test cases

Select and view signals, analyze variable values
for understanding the behavior of code

Understand code be-
havior

0:05 Modify test case inputs Modify test case inputs
in excel

Execute test cases Run test cases
View signals, analyze variable values for under-
standing behavior of code

Understand code be-
havior

0:10 Write variable names in excel sheet, write time
points, write test cases (2), rename variable
names to write 31 test case inputs, derive output
for those test case inputs

Write test cases

0:03 Execute test cases Run test cases
View signals, , analyze variable values for un-
derstanding the behavior of code

Understand code be-
havior

0:04 Modify expected output variable values of two
test cases

Modify oracles of test
cases in excel

Execute test cases Run test cases
Select and view signals, analyze variable values
for understanding the behavior of code

Understand code be-
havior

0:15 Write time points , write another 30 test cases
by looking into model parameters, calculate ex-
pected output values

Write test cases

Table 2.3: Initial notes of activities and steps identified from the task video

Identifying steps in a task process is an iterative process. As discussed above, we

identified the sequence of steps initially using our judgement and understanding of the

steps involved in the task process. We then verify this with the programmer, and make

corrections to our understanding - for this we often view the video along with the pro-

grammer to gain a common understanding of the sequence of steps being performed.

Frequently, we had to go over parts of the video and their analysis multiple times to

gain this common understanding. This iterative process gives us the initial task process

for that programmer for executing that task.

Sometimes, while analyzing task processes of other programmers, we will identify

some steps that were earlier not used, or realize that what we considered earlier as
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one step should be considered as two or more distinct steps. For example, in one case

we considered working with excel spreadsheets for test cases as “writing test cases”

step. Later we realized that actually there are two other distinct steps involved in this

- “writing test inputs” and “writing expected outputs”. With this understanding we

went back and refined the task processes suitably.

Overall, the process of identifying the steps and the task processes is iterative and

tedious.

2.2.3.4 Analyzing the Impact on Productivity

To study the impact of task processes on programmer productivity, we first grouped

task processes into two groups: task processes of all high-productivity programmers

and task processes of all average-productivity programmers. From these tables, we can

identify similarities in task processes of the programmers in two groups. As we noticed,

the steps used by one group were mostly the same, with only a few differences. In fact,

we noticed that the steps in the two groups were mostly the same, with only a few

differences.

From these task tables, we obtained a consolidated table for the average and

high productivity tasks capturing a summary of how the tasks of high- and average-

productivity programmers use the steps in their task processes. From these tables, and

the detailed tables of tasks, through observation we can identify some differences be-

tween the task processes of the two groups. However, as these differences were identified

by us, we also verified the observations with the project managers and programmers.

Initially we studied the productivity of the two groups, and also identified a few key

differences based on these tables only. Results of this study are given in next Chapter.

To quantitatively study the impact of difference between task processes on pro-

ductivity, we modeled the task process as a Markov chain and modeled the difference

between them as the norm-1 or L1 distance. Then we studied the impact on produc-

tivity and other parameters with respect to the distance. Results of this are given in
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Chapter 4.

The ultimate goal of studying task processes was to see if after studying the differ-

ences, can something be done to improve the productivity of programmers, in particular

the average-productivity programmers. To study the usefulness of our task processes

approach, we tried to transfer the task processes of high-productivity programmers to

average-productivity programmers by training the average-productivity programmers

to use high productive task processes. For the training, good understanding of similar-

ities and differences in task processes of two groups was essential. We then collected

new task videos from average-productivity programmers to study their new task pro-

cesses and productivity. We again used Markov chains to compare old and new task

processes of average-productivity programmers for investigating improvement in their

task processes. Improvement in both task processes and productivity confirmed the

usefulness of our approach for improving programmer productivity. More about this

study is given in Chapter 5.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we defined the notion of task and task processes, and how a task process

may be represented and compared. We motivated the need for studying task processes

and also explained how we were able to get the buy-in from the organization, some-

thing that is extremely challenging but necessary for performing such studies. We also

defined our approach of studying task processes for improving productivity of average-

productivity programmers. In the next chapters, we will describe how this framework

has been used for studying the impact of productivity in model-based testing.
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Chapter 3

Impact of Task Processes in

Model-Based Testing

To understand the impact of task processes on the productivity of programmers, we

study how high- and average-productivity programmers execute their tasks while per-

forming testing tasks in model-based software development. In this chapter we first

discuss model-based testing and then discuss how we studied task processes of pro-

grammers in model-based testing for identifying differences in task processes between

high- and average-productivity programmers.

3.1 Model-Based Software Development Process

A traditional software development process generally has these main phases: require-

ments, high level design, detail design, coding, unit testing, integration and system

testing. (Activities for these main phases may be organized in different ways in differ-

ent process models.)

A model-based development process differs somewhat from the traditional software

development process. Requirements are generally done in a similar manner. However,

in place of high level design, generally a meta-model is developed. During require-

ments and high level design, a functional document is often developed which contains

information about inputs and outputs, constraints on them, and relationship among
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them. These capture the functionality. In place of detailed design, in model-based

development, a detailed model is build for a unit/component. Detail modeling is done

using formal language, and the detailed model is used to generate code which is then

executed. Unit testing is done at the detailed model level (though for testing the gen-

erated code is executed.) Overall development process is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Overall Process for a Model-based Software Development

As we can see, this model differs from the regular software development process in

the design and unit testing phases. Also, while coding and unit testing are often done

by the programmer in a regular software development, in model-based development

these are easy to separate and be executed by different persons. In Bosch, these two

activities are normally done by different teams - one team develops the detailed model,

while the other does the unit testing. Between modeling and unit testing, we can say

that broadly the effort distribution is roughly 60:40. Unit testing is clearly an activity

that consumes a considerable amount of resources. In Bosch, many teams focus exclu-

sively on unit testing of detailed models, which are developed by other teams (which

are sometimes located in a different location altogether.)
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3.2 Unit Testing in Model-Based Software Development

Typically a model in model-based software development has a functional document

that contains information about input/output variables (names, type, range, etc.) and

parameters/constants (value, type, etc.) along with the functionality (functional re-

quirements) of the model.

Model-based unit testing in Bosch includes writing test cases to test functional re-

quirements of a model along with achieving 100% statement, decision and condition

(basic and modified) coverage of code auto-generated from the model (for safety critical

software in avionics and automotive domains). A sample model-under-test along with

a portion of its functional document is given in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 that are used as a

base to explain model-based unit testing.

Figure 3.2: A Sample Model-Under-Test

Figure 3.3: A Sample Functional Document

The model-under-test given in figure 3.2 shows 6 inputs (namely A ip, B ip, C ip,

D ip, E ip, and F ip) and three outputs (namely O x, O y, and O z). Information

about these input and output variables will be given in the functional document. For
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example, the functional document given in figure 3.3 shows the range of values that each

input and output variables should take i.e., the input and output variables should not

take values exceeding the range (Min - Max) given in the functional document. Func-

tional document also contains the set of requirements that should have been ideally

captured by developers in the model-under-test. The functional document in figure 3.3

shows five requirements (ID1 to ID5) which should be tested to check whether or not

the requirements are captured fully in the model-under-test. Functional document also

contains information about parameters and constants as shown in figure 3.3.

Similar to traditional software testing, we first create a test setup for executing test

cases. The test setup is another model that includes model-under-test and an evalua-

tion model as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The main purpose of the evaluation model is to

automatically evaluate execution of test cases by comparing the expected and actual

output variables of each test case.

Figure 3.4: A Sample Test Setup

We present input and expected output values of each test case to a test setup, where

the input values are applied to a model-under-test, and the expected output values are

applied to an evaluation model. The evaluation model verifies the output values with

the expected output values for each test case from the model-under-test.
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In general, a test setup is run continuously over a certain time duration during

which all test cases are applied continuously one after the other. The values of input

and output variables of each test case are defined like signals varying with time. The

evaluation model sets a flag when any test case fails (i.e., when expected output values

are different from actual observed output values from the model).

It should be remembered that aim of this testing is to test the code auto-generated

from model-under-test rather than the model-under-test itself as the auto-generated

code only goes into the embedded controller (or electronic control unit). Therefore,

when we run a test setup, auto-code generator integrated with the test environment

generates code automatically from the model-under-test. The model-under-test is re-

placed with the auto-generated code such that the test cases are applied on the auto-

generated code rather than the model-under-test.

To analyze test cases, the values of all variables/parameters/constants present in

model-under-test and evaluation model are captured at every time point during the

entire duration of test setup run. We can analyze the same (signals varying with time)

visually. The flag updated by an evaluation model is used to find the exact point of

time when a test case failed. The values of variables during that point of time are

visually analyzed to interpret the results effectively.

Testing in model-based development is different from the testing in traditional soft-

ware development. In model-based software development, highly optimized code is

generated automatically from models. Such a code is often hard to understand and

hence it is difficult to write test cases for it. Therefore, unlike traditional testing

where test cases are derived based on a code to achieve coverage of the same code,

model-based development requires test cases to be obtained based on the models and

achieve coverage of code auto-generated from those models. Further, safety standards

in automotive and avionics domains often demand effective testing methods to check

functional requirements as well as achieve 100% coverage of code auto-generated from

models. A few testing methods in model-based software development are described in

the following subsections.
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3.2.1 Modified Condition and Decision Coverage Method

Modified Condition and Decision Coverage (MCDC) method is used effectively in tradi-

tional software development and requires derivation of test cases based on the structure

of code [189] to achieve 100% coverage on the code[190]. Test cases derived using the

structure of code also check functional requirements [191]. MCDC method has proven

to be very effective to uncover defects with less number of test cases [192, 193, 194].

Adrich tried MCDC method [195] in model-based software to test model coverage rather

than auto-generated code.

Models in model-based software development capture a piece of code diagrammati-

cally as expressions consisting of conditions and Boolean operators or as Boolean logic

circuits. If required, Karnaugh maps are applied on the part of complex expressions to

obtain a minimum Boolean expression. MCDC method derives just n + 1 test cases

to effectively test a simple Boolean expression containing n conditions, and not 2n̂ test

cases. In other words, we can derive only 4 test cases using MCDC to test a simple

Boolean expression having three conditions like “a&b||c.”

Test cases derived using MCDC method [196, 197] to test the Boolean expression

shown in Figure 3.5 are shown in Figure 3.6. Don’t-care conditions ’x’ in Figure 3.6

suggest that there is no effect of input variable on output variable. For example: in

test case 1, based on the evaluation order of conditions in the expression “(A ip ==

false && B ip>par1 && E ip==Par4)”, B ip and E ip are not checked when A ip is

already true. Similarly, E ip is not checked if A ip is false and B ip<=par1.

It is evident from Figure 3.6 that test cases derived using MCDC method covered

all functional requirements given in the function document (Figure 3.3). However, af-

ter assigning input variables with values in their min-max range (as mentioned in the

functional document), coverage of auto-generated code is often not 100% as illustrated

in Figure 3.7. This shows that the code auto-generated from a model do not have a

direct mapping with the model. Further, coverage of statements, decisions and basic

conditions are not 100% as auto-generated code adds extra statements to limit values
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Figure 3.5: A Sample Auto-Generated Code

Figure 3.6: Test Cases Generated using MCDC Method

of variables within its defined range.

As MCDC test cases are usually not sufficient to achieve 100% coverage of auto-

generated code, boundary conditions are incorporated on each input and output vari-

ables in the test suite mentioned in Figure 3.6. While incorporating boundary con-

ditions we should not change the existing association of test cases with respective

functional requirement(s).

To incorporate boundary value analysis for all non-Boolean input variables, there

should be at least three test cases such that the value of the variable is set to greater

than its max range in one test case, lesser than its min range in the second test case

and equal to the parameter under comparison in the third test case. For Boolean input

variables, there should be at least two test cases such that the value of the variable is

set to “True” in one test case and “False” in the other test case. Further, don’t-cares in

the test suite should not be used (altered) while adding boundary conditions on input

variables. Moreover, adding boundary conditions on output variables should preserve
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Figure 3.7: Coverage of Auto-generated Code using Test Cases Derived from

MCDC Method

the boundary conditions on input variables. Further, don’t-cares in the test suite are

used to test the boundary conditions on output variable, that is, the values assigned to

don’t-cares of test cases can be utilized to test the boundary conditions.

In most of the cases, test cases derived using MCDC method are sufficient to add

boundary conditions on input and output variables. However, in very few cases, some

test cases have to be duplicated to bring boundary conditions on input variables.

After incorporating boundary conditions on the test suite given in Figure 3.6, the

final test suite is provided in Figure 3.8. It is evident from Figure 3.8 that relation-

ship between test cases and functional requirements are not altered. Each non-Boolean

input variable has at least three test cases (in gray color in Figure 3.6) testing its

boundary conditions, and don’t-cares are not used to bring boundary conditions on

input variables. Similarly, each output variable has at least two test cases testing its

boundary conditions (in gray color). Further don’t cares are utilized (in black color)

to bring boundary conditions on output variables. For example, E ip variable in test

case 6 is a don’t-care but it is used to check boundary value of output O Z.

Performing unit testing using the test cases mentioned in Figure 3.8 gives 100%

statement, decision and condition (basic and modified) coverage on auto-generated

code as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Boundary Test Cases Integrated with MCDC Test Suite

Figure 3.9: Coverage of Auto-generated Code using Test Cases derived from

MCDC Method with Boundary Conditions

3.2.2 Classification Tree Method

Classification Tree Method proposed by Conrad systematically tests embedded model-

based software [198]. This method requires first dividing the range of each input variable

into a set of scenarios/aspects (or equivalent classes) and then carefully selecting one of

the test scenarios of each input to frame a test case for testing a particular requirement.

This method is highly effective to test functional requirements. However, the effect of

this method on coverage of auto-generated code is not well understood.

Based on functional requirements, each variable input range is divided into a set

of equivalent classes called aspects such that the behavior of code/model is same for

any value within the range of an aspect. For example, based on the functional require-

ments given in Figure 3.3, input variable B ip is dependent only on par1 and hence the

range of B ip can be divided into a minimum of two aspects: “<=par1 (<=0.25)” and

“>par1(> 0.25)” such that behavior of the code remains same for any value within the

range of each aspect. Similarly, A ip and C ip are Boolean variables and therefore can
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have only two aspects called False (0) and True (1). Aspects of all the input variables

are shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Equivalent Classes of Variables in Classification Tree Method

In general, combination rules (minimum criteria, maximum criteria and n-wise com-

bination criteria) are used to combine aspects of input variables to generate test cases

automatically. Test cases obtained automatically using pair-wise combination criteria

are shown in Figure 3.11. For each test case, to calculate expected values of output

variables, the aspects in the generated test cases are assigned a value representing the

aspect. To get good coverage of auto-generated code, boundary values of input variables

are assigned with respective aspects. Further, to satisfy all functional requirements,

don’t-cares have to be utilized. Code coverage obtained after utilizing don’t-cares of

test cases and assigning boundary values to aspects is given in Figure 3.12, which shows

that coverage obtained is not 100% and hence require adding extra test cases to achieve

100% code coverage and test all functional requirements.

Figure 3.11: Test Cases Derived using Classification Tree Method

Minimum combination criteria usually generate fewer test cases and require adding

too many test cases manually for code coverage. On the other hand, maximum combi-

nation criteria generate too many test cases. Problems associated with too many test
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Figure 3.12: Auto-generated Code Coverage using Test Cases Derived from

Classification Tree Method

cases include mapping test cases to functional requirements (traceability), redundant

test cases, calculating expected output variable values of all test cases, etc. and make

this criteria less viable.

3.2.3 Exploratory Testing Method

Exploratory testing is different from MCDC and Classification tree methods. Pro-

grammers derive new test cases by writing, executing and analyzing few test cases, and

based on the results, they modify or overwrite the existing test cases by writing an-

other set of test cases. In our research, programmers generally used exploratory testing.

3.3 Field Study - Analysis and Results

This field study was conducted at Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Pri-

vate Ltd., a CMMi Level 5 software company that develops embedded software for the

automotive domain and uses model-based software development extensively.

A model-based testing project was selected for this study. All the programmers in

this project only test the tasks developed by a development team. Six programmers

in the project were selected for this study. All these six programmers had one to two
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years of testing experience and had similar educational background and training for

the project. The participating programmers were grouped into two groups of high-

and average-productivity programmers, as discussed in the previous chapter. In this

project, three out of six participating programmers were rated as high-productivity and

the remaining three programmers as average-productivity.

Project managers assigned tasks to their programmers as per their project plan-

ning and scheduling process. Each programmer captured the video of at least two

testing tasks and a total of 14 tasks were captured by the six programmers. Three

high-productivity programmers captured seven testing tasks and the remaining three

average-productivity programmers also captured seven testing tasks.

Apart from the task videos, we also collected the software size of tasks assigned to

programmers. We did not introduce any new size measure specifically for this study but

used “adjusted testable requirements (ATR)” as the size measure which was followed in

the organization for a very long time. Project manager in this study used the same size

measure and estimated the software size of tasks assigned to programmers as a part of

their scheduling and task allocation process. ATR is a combination of the size measures

“testable requirements” and “function points,” and the organization provides regular

training on this size measure to project managers. Further, the organization does gauze

R&R (repeatability and reproducibility) study repeatedly on the size measure.

It should be noted that the model-based testing tasks are often more challenging

than testing in traditional development tasks because programmers have to generate

test cases for the code auto-generated from models by analyzing the models directly.

Further, as the tasks considered in this study belong to the application layer of the em-

bedded automotive safety software, the variation between tasks is limited. The safety

standards of the automotive domain have guidelines, which also restrict more variation

in tasks. For example: in the software development of other domains, one task can have

pointers, and another task may not have. One task may be calling for external files or

repositories etc. but another task may not be doing that. The variation between tasks

can be too much. However, when it comes to an application layer of safety embedded
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software, the difference between the tasks is less. They will neither use pointers, struc-

tures not call any additional file mechanisms, etc.

The tasks in this study are similar as they belong to the same application, same do-

main, same underlying platform (hardware), requires same tools and follows the same

process. Further, the complexity of the tasks is also absorbed in the size of software

estimated by the project manager.

3.3.1 Task Process of a Programmer

For understanding and analyzing task process of a programmer, the videos of each task

were manually analyzed to first verify the steps involved in the task process and how

they are organized, as discussed in the previous chapter.

To extract task processes of programmers, we further refined the tables extracted

from the videos of tasks. We identified an initial set of types of steps that are likely

to be in the task-process from the general definition of a task process that we had

obtained earlier from the programmers. We also identified any new steps added by the

programmer by looking at the videos and their analysis and confirming our understand-

ing with the programmer. We finally obtained the task process as a table containing

the sequence of steps executed for the task, and the duration of each step. An example

of the task process of an average-productivity programmer (TP-A), is give in Table 3.1.

Duration ( in minutes) Step

0:05 Analyze task request

0:10 Load Files

0:20 Analyze Functional document

0:45 Setup Test Environment Manually

0:10 Create/modify aspects.

0:10 Write test cases

0:10 Create/modify aspects.

0:01 Run test cases

0:02 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:01 Run test cases

0:03 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:02 Run test cases

0:02 Understand code behavior

0:10 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior
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0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:15 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:10 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:15 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:05 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:01 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:15 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:01 Modify oracles of test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:05 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:05 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:02 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:10 Derive oracles of test cases

0:01 Create/modify aspects

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:02 Create/modify aspects

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:10 Documentation

0:02 Analyze functional document

0:15 Documentation

0:03 Analyze test results

0:25 Documentation

0:08 Analyze code coverage

0:01 Modify test case inputs in excel

0:10 Write test cases

0:02 Run test cases

0:15 Update review checklists

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:03 Analyze test results
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0:08 Analyze code coverage

0:10 Documentation

0:15 Update review checklists

0:15 Archive

0:05 Close task

Table 3.1: Task process of a task (TP-A) executed by an average-productivity program-

mer

As we can see, in the task process TP-A, the programmer executed 89 steps using

17 distinct steps, and took a total of 428 minutes (over 7 hours). We can also see that

“run test cases” (and “understand code behavior”) are the most frequently executed

steps.

As discussed in previous chapter, obtaining this table representing the task process

from the video is an iterative process. Generally, in the first instance, from the video

a table will be prepared in which different phrases and terms will be used to express

the different steps, and some information may also be captured while noting down the

step. E.g. in some place one may note down “write test case” and in another it may

be written “developing a test case”. Another example: one entry of the table may be

“wrote a test case” and another may be “wrote 10 new test cases”. An example of

this table was given in the previous chapter. From this initial table prepared from the

video, the table 3.1 is extracted - in this table a standard set of names of steps is used.

And information about the step is separated out.

Let us now see the task process of a high-productivity programmer. The task

process for one task (TP-H) is given in Table 3.2. As we can see, for this task, the

programmer executed 41 steps (of 17 distinct steps) and spent a total of 351 minutes

(approximately 6 hours).

Duration Steps

0:10 Analyze task request

0:20 Analyze Functional document

0:15 Load Files

0:40 Setup Test Environment

0:01 Analyze Functional Document

0:06 Create/modify aspects.

0:05 Analyze Functional Document

0:15 Copy Information to Excel

0:02 Automation (excel formulas) for output variable values

0:05 Copy Information to Excel
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0:05 Analyze Functional Document

0:05 Write test case inputs

0:02 Automation (excel formulas) for output variable values

0:30 Write test case inputs

0:05 Run test cases

0:04 Understand code behavior

0:02 Write test case inputs

0:02 Run test cases

0:05 Understand code behavior

0:02 Automation (excel formulas) for output variable values

0:01 Analyze Functional Document

0:15 Write test case inputs

0:02 Run test cases

0:01 Understand code behavior

0:06 Write test case inputs

0:02 Run test cases

0:02 Understand code behavior

0:02 Analyze test results

0:08 Analyze code coverage

0:02 Modify test case inputs

0:10 Write test case inputs

0:01 Run test cases

0:01 Analyze test results

0:08 Analyze code coverage

0:40 Documentation

0:40 Update Review work/checklists

0:01 Run test cases

0:08 Analyze code coverage

0:05 Update Review work/checklists

0:10 Archive

0:05 Close task

Table 3.2: Task process (TP-H) of a task executed by high-productivity programmer

As we can see, though the starting point and end point of TP-A and TP-H are the

same, the way these task processes progressed was different. Further, from our interac-

tion with programmers it became clear that the differences in their tasks execution may

also lie not just in the nature of steps executed but also in the manner how different

steps were executed. Hence, besides identifying the steps and their organization, we

also noted some qualitative information about how each step is executed. For this, as

mentioned before for each step in every task process we also captured some attributes.

We extracted the same from the captured videos. For example, for the step “write new

test cases,” the attributes include, the number of test cases after finishing each iteration,

the time taken in each iteration, how test cases have been derived, the total number of

test cases and the total time taken, etc. Similarly, for the step “setup test project,” the

attributes include “time spent in an iteration, what has been modified/added, overall

time spent in this step, etc.”

From these tables, we can also get summary information - e.g. how many times a
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step is executed, and how much time is spent on that step in the task process. This

summary for the two task processes TP-A and TP-H is given in Table 3.3. As we can

see, there are some steps that were not performed by the average productivity pro-

grammer (e.g. Copy information to excel and Automation). We can also see that time

spent on some steps (e.g. run test cases or understand code behavior) is more than 2

times in TP-A, while it is significantly lesser in some other steps (e.g. Analyze task

request and Analyze functional document).

Steps TP-H TP-A

Frequency Duration Frequency Duration

Analyze task request 1 10 1 5

Analyze Functional document 5 32 2 22

Load Files 1 15 1 10

Setup Test Environment 1 40 1 45

Create/modify aspects. 1 6 4 23

Copy Information to Excel 2 20 0 0

Automation (excel formulas)
for output variable values

3 6 0 0

Write test cases 0 0 9 95

Write test case inputs 6 68 0 0

Modify oracles of test cases 0 0 6 6

Derive oracles of test cases 0 0 1 10

Run test cases 6 13 23 42

Understand code behavior 4 12 23 27

Analyze test results 2 3 2 6

Analyze code coverage 3 24 2 16

Modify test case inputs 1 2 6 11

Documentation 1 40 4 60

Update Review
work/checklists

2 45 2 30

Archive 1 10 1 15

Close task 1 5 1 5

Table 3.3: Summary of frequency and duration for TP-A and TP-H

3.3.2 Task Process of Average- and High-Productivity Programmers

To discuss the difference between the task processes of average- and high-productivity

programmers, in this study, we studied the different task processes to identify some
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differences, and then discussed these with the programmers and managers to validate

our findings. For facilitating this, we noted all the steps that are there in the task

processes, and then counted the number of task processes that use it, as well as the

averages of frequency and time spent in the steps by the task processes of the average-

and high-productivity programmer groups. Table 3.4 gives the average frequency and

time spent on some of the key common steps. For the table 3.4, following are used:

• #TP: Number of task processes that used the step

• Avg Freq: Average number of times a step is executed in a task process (de-

termined as the number of times used in all the task processes / total number of

task processes)

• Tot Time: Average total time duration spent on the step by a task process (in

minutes)

Steps

Average-

Productivity

Programmers

High-

Productivity

Programmers

Total Task

Processes = 7

Total Task

Processes = 7

#TP
Avg
Freq

Tot
Time

#TP
Avg
Freq

Tot
Time

Analyze task request 7 1 6.4 7 1 7.85

Analyze Functional document 7 4.85 29.28 7 3.42 30.71

Load Files 7 1.28 15.71 7 1 12.85

Setup Test Environment 7 3.71 47.14 7 1.28 37.85

Create/modify aspects. 7 3.71 27.57 7 1.14 13.42

Copy Information to Excel 0 0 0 7 1.42 21.85

Automation (excel formulas)
for output variable values

1 0.28 1.5 6 2.14 14.57

Write test cases 6 6.28 67.15 1 0.85 8.14

Write test case inputs 1 1.42 11.42 6 4.85 55.14

Modify oracles of test cases 5 3.14 16.57 0 0 0

Derive oracles of test cases 2 0.428 2.85 1 0.14 0.71

Modify test cases 4 2.28 11.71 0 0 0

Modify test case inputs 3 1.71 5.15 7 1.71 9.45

Run test cases 7 15.85 35.4 7 7.14 15.14
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Understand code behavior 7 15.14 45.71 7 6.42 24.57

Analyze test results 7 2.14 8.57 7 2.14 7.85

Analyze code coverage 7 2.42 22.14 7 2.42 22.4

Documentation 7 2.42 65 7 2.42 44

Update Review
work/checklists

7 1.57 32.87 7 1.57 33.57

Archive 7 1 17.14 7 1 14.28

Close task 7 1 5.28 7 1 5.42

Table 3.4: Averages for the task processes of average-productivity and high-productivity

programmers

We can see from the table 3.4 that there are steps that are used by all (or almost all)

high-productivity programmer, but are not used at all (or used in very few tasks) by

average-productivity programmer (e.g. Copy Information to Excel, Automation, Write

test case inputs, Modify test case inputs). Similarly, there are steps which are widely

used by average-productivity programmers but are not used much by high-productivity

programmers (e.g. Write test cases, Modify oracles of test cases, Modify test cases).

We also can see that even without including the steps whose usage differs too much,

there are some steps in which high-productivity programmers spend much less time as

compared to average-productivity programmers (e.g. Create/modify aspects, Run test

cases, Understand code behavior).

These observations show that not only do the task processes for two groups of pro-

grammers differ in steps they execute, they also differ qualitatively in how the step is

executed or how much time is spent on them.(The task process table for the different

programmers can be made available to a researcher upon request under assurances of

confidentiality.)

3.3.3 Productivity Difference between High- and Average-Productivity

Programmers

We determined the productivity of programmers of the two groups for the tasks we

studied. Results are shown as a box plot in Figure 3.13. As the data was normally dis-
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tributed (as per Anderson-Darlington normality test), two sample t-tests showed that

the project manager had rated their team members accurately on a productivity scale

[high, average] with a statistical significance value of 0.001. This analysis confirmed

that the project manager’s evaluation regarding productivity was consistent with the

actual productivity data. It also showed that the average productivity of the two groups

differed by a factor of two. (This data also sheds some light on the issue of how reliable

are subjective evaluation by project managers about technical competence of engineers

working in the project).

Figure 3.13: Productivity of Programmers in Two Groups

3.3.4 Differences in task Processes between High- and Average-productivity

Programmers

We studied the task processes of high-productivity programmers as well as the sum-

mary tables for those. We identified the steps (and attributes) that are commonly

used by high-productivity programmers and least used by average-productivity pro-

grammers, and vice versa. We computed the mean difference of the attributes between

high- and average-productivity programmers. Apart from identifying the differences

in the steps and their attributes, we also identified the steps that are often revisited

by average-productivity programmers and less revisited by high-productivity program-

mers and vice versa. We also verified these observations with project managers and

programmers.
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In terms of the steps used in the task processes, there was one main difference we

identified between the average- and high-productivity programmers’ processes. And

that was that high-productivity programmers have extra steps before writing test cases.

As we have noticed before, almost all high-productivity programmers had these two

steps (which average-productivity programmers did not have) - Copy information to

Excel, and Automation (excel formulas) for output variable values (these are clearly

related, though distinct steps). In these steps based on their analysis of the design

document and requirements, they write an Excel formula to determine the expected

output for the test case inputs. So, in step write new test cases they have to only decide

the test case inputs. In essence, they perform an extra step to set up some automation

for testing. This extra step validates the expected output and so they end up spending

much less time in the later steps like Modify oracles of test cases, Modify test cases,

Write test cases, Run test cases, Understand code behavior, etc. If a test case fails, all

they need to do is check (and update, if needed) the Excel formula. On the other hand,

an average-productivity programmer does not perform these steps and determines the

expected output manually when writing the test cases, thereby spending more effort in

many later steps.

For using automation, they also had a step of consolidating information for testing

by copying them in excel. All the high-productivity programmers moved all the re-

quired information (like variable names, min-max values of variables, constant values,

etc.) from various documents to an Excel sheet, and avoided referring multiple docu-

ments while writing test cases. This approach was not observed in average-productivity

programmers. In other words, high-productivity programmers had an additional step

in their task process that was not followed by average-productivity programmers.

Differences were also observed in how the steps were executed. Here we list a few

such differences that we found. These differences are computed by comparing the at-

tributes of steps used by high- and average-productivity programmers. A list of few

attributes captured in a task process of a high- and average-productivity programmers

are given in Table 3.5.
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High-productivity
programmer task

process

Average-productivity
programmer task

process

Total number of test cases
derived by programmer

148 200

Total number of test
executions

5 14

Total number of test cases
written before each test

execution
37,131,148,148,148

2,19,59, 129,129,129, 142,
200,200,200,200,200,200,200

Derivation of test case
outputs

Excel formula
(automation)

Manual

Test project setup Use macros ( Automation) Manual

Derivation of test case inputs Systematic (like MCDC) Exploratory

Loading files into test setup
Loads only required

classes
Loads entire module

configuration

The number of times the step
“test project setup” was

visited after first test
execution

1 1

The number of times the step
“analyze functional

document” was visited after
first test execution

1 3

The number of times the step
“understand code behavior”

was visited after first test
execution

6 16

Time spent on analyzing the
steps “analyzing functional

document” and
“understanding code

behavior” after first test
execution

45mins 124 mins

Table 3.5: Attributes in the task process of a high- and average-productivity programmer

By using excel formula, programmers derived the expected output values for each

test case automatically, and we believed that this had a significant impact on their

productivity. That is, programmers who used Excel formulas (for fitting a relationship

between output variables and inputs of the module) for generating the expected values
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of output variables in test cases were more productive than programmers who did not

use Excel formulas, and use of the formulas was a key reason for their improved pro-

ductivity.

To verify our observation, the productivity of programmers was grouped according

to the way they derived expected values and the same is shown in Figure 3.14. As

the data was normally distributed (as per Anderson-Darlington normality test), two

sample t-tests showed that usage of Excel formulas during generating test cases had a

significant impact on programmer productivity with a P value of 0.073.

Figure 3.14: Productivity of Programmers Vs Automation Used by Program-

mers

In other words, high-productivity programmers used automation to determine ex-

pected outputs, while average-productivity programmers did not do so and this factor

was the main contributor to productivity difference. This translated to having another

activity in the high-productivity programmer’s task process, which also made their

task process “front heavy” as compared to average-productivity programmers. But

this front-loading pays off.

• Average-productivity programmers distributed the analysis part throughout the

execution of the task, whereas high-productivity programmers concentrated more

on analysis part upfront even before writing test cases (resulting in the extra step

of writing a formula).The table 3.5 suggest that a high-productivity programmer
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had visited the steps Analyze functional document and Understand code behav-

ior only six times after the first test execution whereas an average-productivity

programmer had visited these steps sixteen times after the first test execution.

• During the project setup step, all the average-productivity programmers loaded

most of the library modules to test them, whereas the high-productivity program-

mers loaded only the required library modules into the test project setup.

• Average-productivity programmers wrote more test cases compared to high-productivity

programmers to achieve the same code coverage set for the chosen project. (Num-

ber of test cases written was obtained from the qualitative information captured.)

To verify our observation, we normalized the total number of test cases written by

programmers in each of the tasks with respective software size of the task. This

data for high-productivity and average-productivity programmers is shown in Fig-

ure 3.15. As the data was not normally distributed (as per Anderson-Darlington

normality test), Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was conducted after remov-

ing the outlier. The results showed that average-productivity programmers wrote

more test cases compared to high-productivity programmers with a statistical

significance value of 0.048. The quality of the tasks developed by programmers

was checked and it was found that all the tasks met and satisfied project quality

standards.

Figure 3.15: Number of Test cases Derived by Programmers

• Average-productivity programmers also used more iterations of writing a few new

test cases followed by compiling and running test project setup, analyzing test
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results, modifying/updating test cases before writing another few new test cases

over the already written test cases compared to high-productivity programmers.

The number of executions of the test cases during the execution of assigned tasks

was counted and the average is given in the table above. Subsequently, these

executions were normalized with software size of the task and the box plot is

shown in Figure 3.16. As the data was normally distributed (as per Anderson-

Darlington normality test), two sample t-tests showed that average-productivity

programmers performed more test executions compared to high-productivity pro-

grammers with a statistical significance value of 0.019.

Figure 3.16: Number of Test Executions (Normalized with Software Size) by

Programmers

3.4 Summary

We studied the task processes used by programmers while executing testing tasks in

a live model-based development project in a CMMi Level 5 software company. To

study the influence of task processes on productivity, we first identified two sets of

programmers - one with high productivity and the other with average productivity.

This identification was done subjectively by the project manager and later validated

through productivity data. Then we studied testing tasks executed by these program-

mers to understand their task processes, and the differences with the task processes

used by programmers in the two groups. We observed differences in the task processes

followed by these two types of programmers - both in terms of the steps performed

as well as in terms of how the steps were performed. This study indicates that task
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processes used by programmers during execution of tasks vary and the task processes

employed by high-productivity programmers are different from the task processes used

by average-productivity programmers, which suggest that task processes have an im-

pact on programmer productivity.
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Chapter 4

Modeling & Analyzing Task

Processes

In the previous chapter we discussed task process of model-based testing, and some

key differences between the task processes used by high-productivity and average-

productivity programmers. For identifying the differences, we represented the process

as a table and identified the differences by studying the task process manually and

subjectively.

In this chapter, we will develop a more precise model and approach to compare

task processes. For this formal analysis, we model the task processes of each program-

mer as a Markov chain. Each step in a programmer’s task process is a node in the

Markov chain. Further, we assume that programmer’s next step generally depends

on the execution outcome of the present step - this usually holds and is a criterion

for applying Markov chains. For comparing two task processes, we compare the state

transition matrices of the respective Markov Chains. The difference between two pro-

cesses is quantified as the distance between their Markov Chains. We then applied this

approach to study the differences between high- and average-productivity programmers.
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4.1 Modeling Task Process

4.1.1 Task Processes and Set of Steps

For comparing Markov chains, we need to have the same set of states for all Markov

Chains. This we did by first determining a full set of steps involved in the task pro-

cesses. The table essentially enumerates all possible steps. In other words, it defines the

vocabulary/names of steps, and is given in Table 4.1 for this study. This vocabulary is

used to define each of the task processes. All these are reviewed with the programmers

and managers.

Sl.
No

Step Description

1 Analyze task
request

Programmers analyze their assigned task in the tool
“Bugzilla” to understand prerequisites (like name and ver-
sion of model-under-test, folder paths of respective func-
tional documents etc.) for starting the task.

2 Setup test
environment
manually

Programmers create test environment manually

3 Setup test en-
vironment us-
ing macros

Programmers use various macros to create test environment.

4 Load Files Programmers load required files from version control system
into test environment

5 Analyze
functional
documents

Programmers go through functional documents to under-
stand the requirements of model-under-test.

6 Compare
functional
documents
with model-
under-test

Programmers compare requirements with the functionality
of model-under-test.

7 Copy informa-
tion to excel

Programmers copy information (names of input variables,
output variables, parameters etc.) from functional docu-
ments, model-under-test etc., to an excel sheet for writing
test cases.

8 Write test
cases inputs in
excel

Programmers write test cases inputs. However, this step
does not include calculating expected output values (oracles)
of test cases
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9 Derive oracles
in excel manu-
ally

Programmers derive expected output values (oracles) man-
ually for each test case in excel sheet.

10 Derive oracles
in excel using
excel formulas

Derive oracles in excel using excel formulas and Program-
mers just fit an excel formula in excel sheet for deriving
output values of each test case

11 Create/Modify
aspects in test-
ing tool

Programmers have to write test cases in a separate testing
tool that integrates with model-under-test for running test
cases. This testing tool also generates test reports automat-
ically. But this testing tool requires test cases to be written
in a specific format that involves creating aspects of inputs
and outputs of test cases.

12 Run test cases
and generate
reports

Programmers execute test cases and generates test reports
using testing tool.

13 Analyze code
coverage re-
port

Programmers analyze the code coverage reports of test cases
executed.

14 Analyze test
results

Programmers analyze test reports to understand passed and
failed test cases.

15 Analyze cov-
erage of test
cases

Programmers analyze the code coverage/execution paths of
one or few particular test cases.

16 Understand
code behavior

Programmers analyze variables in model-under-test to ana-
lyze particular test case.

17 Modify oracles
of test cases in
testing tool

Programmers modify the oracles of test cases in testing tool.

18 Modify test
cases in testing
tool

Programmers modify both the inputs and the outputs (ora-
cles) of test cases in testing tool.

19 Modify excel
formulas in
excel

Programmers modify excel formulas to change the output
values (oracles) of test cases.

20 Modify test
case inputs in
excel

Programmers modify the inputs of test cases in excel sheet.

21 Write test
cases

Programmers write new test cases (both inputs and oracles)
on top of existing test suite.

22 Modify test
cases in excel

Programmers modify both the inputs and outputs (oracles)
of test cases in excel.
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23 Copy test
cases

Programmers copy test cases from excel sheet to testing tool.

24 Documentation Programmers add/modify the documentation of test cases.

25 Update review
checklists

Programmers review all the deliverables of task using review
checklists.

26 Archive Programmers archive all the deliverables of task in version
control system.

27 Close task Programmers close task in the tool Bugzilla.

Table 4.1: Steps in Task Processes of Programmers Executing Model-based Testing Tasks

With this table of all the steps, the task process can be defined using this vocabulary.

The task process for an average-productivity programmer is shown below in Table 4.2.

In this table, the step no is the reference to the number of step in the Table 4.1. As we

can see, in the execution of this task, the average-productivity programmer has used

most of the steps, but not all (e.g. steps 3, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20 are not used).

Sl.
No

Step Name Step.
No

1 Analyze task request 1

2 Setup test environment 2

3 Load files 4

4 Analyze functional documents 5

5 Create/modify aspects 11

6 Compare functional documents with model 6

7 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

8 Analyze functional documents 5

9 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

10 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

11 Analyze functional documents 5

12 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

13 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

14 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

15 Analyze functional documents 5

16 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

17 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

18 Analyze functional documents 5

19 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

20 Derive oracles in excel manually 9
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21 Analyze functional documents 5

22 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

23 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

24 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

25 Analyze functional documents 5

26 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

27 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

28 Analyze functional documents 5

29 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

30 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

31 Analyze functional documents 5

32 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

33 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

34 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

35 Analyze functional documents 5

36 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

37 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

38 Analyze functional documents 5

39 Write test cases inputs in excel 8

40 Derive oracles in excel manually 9

41 Create/modify aspects 11

42 Copy Test cases 23

43 Run test cases and generate reports 12

44 Analyze test results 14

45 Analyze coverage of test cases 15

46 write test cases 21

47 Run test cases and generate reports 12

48 Analyze test results 14

49 Modify oracles of test cases in testing tool 17

50 Analyze functional documents 5

51 Modify oracles of test cases in testing tool 17

52 Analyze functional documents 5

53 Modify oracles of test cases in testing tool 17

54 Create/modify aspects 11

55 Modify test cases in testing tool 18

56 Run test cases and generate reports 12

57 Analyze test results 14

58 Analyze coverage of test cases 15

59 Modify test cases in excel 22

60 Documentation 24

61 Analyze functional documents 5
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62 Documentation 24

63 Update review checklists 25

64 Archive 26

65 Close task 27

Table 4.2: Task Process of an Average-Productivity Programmer

4.1.2 Modeling the Task Process as a Markov Chain

We use Markov chains to model the task process of a programmer. Markov chains

are used in different domains on numerous applications for modeling and analysis of a

stochastic (random) process [199]. Typically, a stochastic process representing a sys-

tem moves randomly between various system states over time. The stochastic process

evolves by taking various alternate paths (sequence of states) for the given similar start-

ing point/initial conditions, as happens in task processes. Markov chains model the

evolution of such stochastic processes using system states and transitions between the

states.

A task process of a task executed by a programmer corresponds to one Markov

chain. In a Markov chain model of a task process, each state represents some step, and

transition probabilities represent the probability of executing the next step.

After identifying the sequence of steps used by a programmer for executing each

task we convert it to a Markov chain. In order to compare Markov chains, we need to

have the same size and state space for all Markov chains. For this, we simply added the

missing steps as dummy steps in the table of the task - these steps were visited 0 times

in the task process. With this, we can covert the task process into a state transition

matrix - in this example, it will be a 27x27 matrix. In the matrix, each cell (i, j) has

an integer - representing the number of time the transition from state i to j took place.

The transition matrix of the task process described above is given in Table 4.3.
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Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 1

2 1

3

4 1

5 4 6 1 2 1

6 1

7

8 4 7

9 6 6 1

10

11 1 1 1

12 3

13

14 2 1

15 1 1

16

17 2 1

18 1

19

20

21 1

22 1

23 1

24 1 1

25 1

26 1

27

Table 4.3: State transition table of the task process of average-productivity programmer
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From this state transition table, we can also determine the probabilities of transition

from state i to state j - this is simply the number of times transition from state i to

state j takes place divided by the total number of transitions from state i. With the

total number of states and the probabilities, the Markov chain can be constructed. The

chain for the process in the Table 4.3 is given in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: A Sample Task Process of Average-Productivity Programmer Mod-

elled as Markov Chain

Similarly, we model all the tasks for average-productivity programmers. And we

do the same for all the tasks for high-productivity programmers. As an illustration,

the task process table of a task process for a high-productivity programmer is given in

Table 4.4. As we can see, this process uses far fewer steps than the task process of an

average-productivity programmer shown above, and it has many steps that have not

been used.

Sl.
No

Step Name Step.
No

1 Analyze task request 1

2 setup test environment using macros 3

3 Load files 4
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4 Analyze functional documents 5

5 compare functional documents with model 6

6 copy information to excel 7

7 Derive oracles in excel using excel formulas 10

8 Analyze functional documents 5

9 Derive oracles in excel using excel formulas 10

10 write test cases inputs in excel 8

11 create/modify aspects in testing tool 11

12 copy test cases 23

13 Run test cases and generate reports 12

14 Analyze test results 14

15 understand code behavior 16

16 Analyze functional documents 5

17 understand code behavior 16

18 modify excel formulas in excel 19

19 copy test cases 23

20 Run test cases and generate reports 12

21 Analyze test results 14

22 analyze coverage of test cases 15

23 documentation 24

24 update review checklists 25

25 Archive 26

26 Close task 27

Table 4.4: Task Process of a High-Productivity Programmer

Again, this table can be converted to a 27x27 state transition matrix, which is shown

in Table 4.5 below. The Markov chain diagram for the process is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 1

2

3 1

4 1

5 1 1 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

9

10 1 1

11 1

12 2

13

14 1 1

15 1

16 1 1

17

18

19 1

20

21

22

23 2

24 1

25 1

26 1

27

Table 4.5: State transition table of the task process of high-productivity programmer
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4.1 Modeling Task Process

Figure 4.2: A Sample Task Process of a High-productivity Programmer Mod-

elled as Markov Chain

It is evident that programmers use various steps for executing a task and even re-

visited previous steps such that each step helped move forward toward completion of

the task. Though the starting state in both the task processes remained same, the

evolutions of these task processes were different from each other. It can also be seen

that some of the steps used by a programmer were not observed in the task processes

of other programmers and vice versa. Similarly, the total number of steps used by one

programmer was different from the number of steps used by another programmer. Also,

the order of execution of the steps in a task process was different from one programmer

to another programmer.

4.1.3 Difference between Task Processes as Distance between Markov

Chains

To study the impact of the difference between task processes, we model the difference

between two task processes as the distance between the Markov Chains of those task

processes. The dissimilarity between two task processes increases as the distance in-

creases. The distance between two Markov Chains can be computed easily by their
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state transition matrices (STM), which capture the probabilities of transitions between

any two states of a Markov chain.

Let A and B are two matrices of size n*m. Let aij represents an element in matrix

A at the ith row and jth column. Similarly, let bij represents an element in matrix B

at the ith row and jth column. The distance between A and B are computed in many

ways, some of them are given below.

L1 =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1
|aij − bij |

or

L2 = 2

√
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

(aij − bij)2

or

Lp = p

√
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

(aij − bij)p

L1 is called as Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) between two matrices and is

often called as Manhattan distance. L2 is popularly known as Euclidean distance and

is also known as Sum of Squared Differences (SSD). As can be seen, both L1 andL2

would be zero between same task processes. In this work, we used Sum of Absolute

Difference (L1 distance) as a distance measure to compute the similarity between two

state transition matrices derived from the Markov chain models of task processes.

4.2 Analyzing Task Processes

4.2.1 Research Questions

We have the task processes, as extracted from the video, of each task of each pro-

grammer in the study. We also have their Markov chains. We also have the grouping

of programmers in the two groups. Using these we can analyze the task processes of

programming in the two groups and differences between them. We studied the task
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processes of high- and average-productivity programmers to investigate the following

research questions:

RQ1: Do programmers use similar task process while executing similar type of

tasks?

RQ2: How similar are the task processes of high- and average-productivity pro-

grammers

The reason behind RQ1 is obvious - we want to study if programmers use similar

task processes for similar tasks, and whether the level of similarity is different for high-/

average-productivity programmers. RQ2 focuses on comparing the task processes of

programmers within each group (high or average productivity) and across groups to

understand whether programmers in a group use similar task processes or not, and

whether or not the task processes of high-productivity programmers are different from

the task processes of average-productivity programmers.

4.2.2 Study / Experimental Setup

Projects: Three model-based testing projects were selected for this study ensuring

that all the three projects belong to the same domain (embedded automotive), test

similar functionality, follow similar organizational processes, use same tools and run for

a long time. programmers in these teams performed only testing.

Programmers: Programmers from each selected project were chosen in such a

way that they had a same educational background, received similar training and had

one or two years of model-based unit-testing experience in the projects. A total of 18

programmers participated in this study.

Tasks: Each programmer executed two tasks. Therefore, a total of 36 task pro-

cesses were modeled as a network of states and analyzed using the concept of Markov

chains.
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The software size of the tasks executed by programmers was also noted. As a part

of organizational practices, the project managers calculated the software sizes of tasks

even before allocating the tasks to programmers using the size measure “Adjusted

testable requirements (ATR)” [20]. ATR requires first splitting the requirements to

low-level requirements such that each low-level requirement is testable and then the

complexity of each requirement is measured. Finally, ATR is computed as a function

of all weighted low-level requirements where weight of each low-level requirement rep-

resents the complexity of the respective requirement.

Like before, input from Project Managers and past productivity data was used to

group the programmers as either high-productivity or average-productivity. This was

also verified using actual data. We observed that the productivity of high-productivity

programmers was 2 to 3 times than that of average-productivity programmers.

4.2.3 Similarity in Task Processes of Programmers (RQ1)

Each of the 18 programmers in this study executed two unit testing tasks. Therefore,

a total of 36 task processes were modeled as Markov chains. Among these 36 Markov

models of task processes, 12 were from project 1, 10 were from project 2 and 14 task

processes were from project 3. The distance between every two task processes in a

project was computed as discussed above. The distances between all the task processes

in projects 1, 2 and 3 are shown using a box plot in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Distance between the Task Processes of all Programmers
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The mean and standard deviation of the distances between all the task processes

in projects 1, 2 and 3 are 17.8 +/ 8.37, 11.3 +/ 6.3 and 16.1 +/ 5.877, respectively.

In each project, it is clearly evident from Figure 4.3 that there exist multiple ways of

executing a task.

The distance between the task processes of tasks executed by each programmer

is shown using a box plot in Figure 4.4. (Figure 4.3 is different from Figure 4.4 as

Figure 4.3 shows distance between all the task processes of all the programmers in a

project, whereas Figure 4.4 illustrates the distance between the task processes of two

tasks executed by a programmer.) The mean and standard deviations of the distance

between the task processes of a programmer in projects 1, 2 and 3 are 4.24 +/ 2.4, 4.45

+/ 2.05 and 5.87+/2.79, respectively. As we can see, these are significantly lesser than

the distance between the task processes of all the programmers in a project shown in

Figure 4.3. We can, therefore, say though programmers do not use exactly the same

task process for similar tasks, each programmer uses somewhat similar task processes

for executing similar tasks, (and different programmers use different task processes).

We can call this as the personal task process (PTP). While PTP varies something for

different instances of a task, they are quite similar.

Figure 4.4: Distance between the Task Processes of a Programmer

The distance between the task processes of tasks executed by a programmer of

each group (high and average productive) in each project is shown using a box plot

in Figure 4.5. (Figure 4.4 is different from figure 4.5 as figure 4.4 shows difference in

PTP’s of a programmer in each project, whereas figure 4.5 shows difference in PTP’s
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of a programmer in each group.) It is evident from Figure 4.5 that the mean/median

of distances between the task processes of a high-productivity programmer is signif-

icantly lesser than the mean/median of distances between the task processes of an

average-productivity programmer. We can therefore say that the task processes used

by a high-productivity programmer’s for similar tasks are much closer to each other,

than the task processes used by average-productivity programmer’s. In other words,

we can say that high-productivity programmers have evolved and use relatively stable

task process for executing similar tasks, while the average-productivity programmers

still seem to be trying variations. This is an important observation regarding how the

two groups of programmers execute tasks.

Figure 4.5: Distance between the Task processes of a Programmer in Each

Group

4.2.4 Differences between High- and Average-Productive Program-

mers (RQ2)

Distance between all the task processes of all programmers in a group in a project

is shown using a box plot in Figure 4.6. (Figure 4.5 is different from Figure 4.6 as

Figure 4.5 shows the distance between PTP’s of a programmer in each group, whereas

Figure 4.6 shows the distance between the task processes of all programmers in each

group.) It is evident from Figure 4.6 that the mean/median of distances between the

task processes of high-productivity programmers is much lesser than the mean/median

of distances between the task processes of average-productivity programmers. From

this we can say that the task processes of programmers in a high-productivity group
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are more similar to each other, and the task processes of programmers in average-

productive group vary from each other.

Figure 4.6: Distance between the Task Processes of all Programmers in a Group

The distance between the task processes of high-productivity programmers and the

task processes of average-productivity programmers in each project is shown using a

box plot in Figure 4.7. As we can see, the distance between task processes of average-

productivity and high-productivity programmers is quite large indicating that the task

processes of an average-productivity programmer are not only different from the task

processes of other average-productivity programmers but also different from the task

processes of a high-productivity programmer.

Figure 4.7: Distance between the Task Processes of High- and Average- Pro-

ductivity Programmers

We also identified differences between the task processes of high- and average-
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productivity programmers. These differences are grouped into three categories: steps

that are present in high-productivity programmers but missing in average-productivity

programmers, steps that are most frequently visited by average-productivity program-

mers but less visited by high-productivity programmers and finally the differences in

the captured attributes of steps between high- and average-productivity programmers.

The observed differences between the task processes of high- and average-productivity

programmers in model-based unit testing tasks are given in Table 4.6. (These are the

differences of average-productivity programmers with respect to high-productivity pro-

grammers.)

Missing steps

Automation in test project setup

Moving required information from various documents to a single document

Using excel formulas to calculate expected outputs of test cases

Comparing design/requirements with code-under-test

Selecting signals/variables for analyzing test results and code behavior

Steps that are often revisited by average-productivity programmers

Analyzing design document

Changing the expected output values of test cases

Creation/Modification of aspects (equivalent classes) of input variables

Adding or changing documentation

Executing test cases

Attributes of steps

More number of test cases by average-productivity programmers

Less number of test cases before the first execution

Less time in analyzing the design document during first iteration

More time on test project setup

More time on generating test cases overall the iterations

Table 4.6: Differences in Task Processes between High- and Average-productivity Pro-

grammers

Missing steps are identified by using the state transition tables of high- and average-

productivity programmers. Each row in the state transition table contains the number

of times a transition happened from a step to other steps. If a step is missing in the

task process of a programmer, then the number of transitions in that corresponding

row will be zero.
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Steps that are often revisited by average-productivity programmers are also com-

puted using the state transition tables of high- and average-productivity programmers.

The elements in each column of a state transition table correspond to the number of

times a transition happened to a step from other steps. We first compute the sum of

transitions to each step in a task process by adding all the elements in each column

of the respective state transition table. We then identify steps in each task process

where a programmer had visited more often than other steps. The identified steps

are grouped based on the high- and average-productivity programmers. Finally, the

steps are compared across the groups to identify the steps that are often visited by

average-productivity programmers but least visited by high-productivity programmers

and vice-versa.

As mentioned in the earlier chapters, we have also captured a few attributes of

steps while analyzing the task videos of programmers. These attributes were compared

between high- and average-productivity programmers based on the mean/median of

the captured data to identify the differences between high- and average-productivity

programmers.
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4.3 Summary

We studied the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers to inves-

tigate how task processes of these two groups of programmers vary. We first modeled

each task process as a network of states and then analyzed the task processes using

the concept of Markov chains. We compared the task processes of programmers within

each group (high/ average productive) and across the other group by comparing the

state transition matrices derived from their respective Markov chains. Our study shows

that programmers use a similar task process for executing similar tasks and we also ob-

served that task processes of high-productivity programmers are similar to each other,

task processes of average-productivity programmers vary with each other, and task

processes of high-productivity programmers are different from the task processes of

average-productivity programmers. Our next step is to study the effect of transferring

the productive task processes to average-productivity programmers on the productivity

of programmers.
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Chapter 5

Impact of Transferring Task

Processes of High-Productivity

Programmers to

Average-Productivity

Programmers

As we have seen, the task processes used by high-productivity programmers to ex-

ecute an assigned task is often different than the ones used by average-productivity

programmers. In our experiments, both sets of programmers (high-productivity and

average-productivity) whose tasks we studied are peers and from the same group with

similar background, training, and experience. A natural question then arises - can the

average-productivity programmers learn from the peers who have a higher productivity

and become more productive. This question, in many ways, is the driving motivation

behind the study of task processes - that task processes impact productivity and so by

improving the task processes, productivity can be improved. And for improving the

task process, we can simply learn from the more productive peers - after all, despite

same background and training, they have evolved their task processes which seem to

lead to higher productivity.

In this chapter, we report results of our efforts to transfer the task processes of
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high-productivity programmers to the average-productivity programmers in an attempt

to improve their productivity. We conducted this study on two projects (treatment

projects). In one project, we directly trained the average-productivity programmers

on the differences in their task processes with the task processes of high-productivity

programmers. In the other project, we did not conduct training, but informed the

project manager about the differences, and they further informed the team members.

We compare the results with a baseline project, in which no study of differences between

programmers was done. All these are similar projects at Robert Bosch Engineering &

Business Solutions Private Ltd, a CMMi level 5 software company. The study suggests

that it is possible to improve the productivity of average-productivity programmers by

transferring task processes of high-productivity programmers to them, and the effec-

tiveness of this transfer determines the productivity benefit that accrues.

5.1 Experiment Setup

To study the impact of transferred task processes on the productivity of average-

productivity programmers, we considered three similar model-based unit testing projects.

We considered one project as a baseline project and other two projects as treatment

projects for comparing the results obtained through our approach. The experimental

design is shown in Figure 5.1.

We conducted this study for more than a year at Robert Bosch Engineering & Busi-

ness Solutions Ltd, a CMMi Level 5 software company, India. Some of the relevant

aspects of this experiment are:

Projects: We selected three similar model-based unit testing projects from the

same domain and using the same platform. These projects perform testing of simi-

lar functionality in embedded automotive domain and use same tools/technology and

overall software process.

Programmers: The programmers selected in these projects had a similar educa-

tional background, training and work experience. Programmers in these projects have
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5.1 Experiment Setup

Figure 5.1: Experimental Setup for Studying the Impact of Transferring Task Processes

to Average-Productivity Programmers
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1-2 years of experience. A total of 24 programmers from these three projects were

considered for this study.

Tasks: Testing tasks in model-based software development were assigned to pro-

grammers in this study. Each programmer executed at least two testing tasks at the

start and end of the study.

Data collection: For treatments projects, data was collected about task pro-

cesses as described earlier through analysis of their screen videos. The size data was

captured for all tasks separately. In the baseline project, we did not inform the project

manager and programmers about our approach as we wanted the baseline project to

run normally. We also obtained the effort spent by programmers for executing assigned

tasks and verified the effort spent with each programmer. For the baseline project we

used the weekly activity report for the effort, while for treatment projects we used the

task videos.

We also collected the software size of tasks assigned to programmers. As mentioned,

we did not introduce any new size measure specifically for this study but considered

the same size measure followed in the organization. “Adjusted testable requirements

(ATR)” is the size measure followed in the organization for a very long time. ATR is

a combination of the size measures “testable requirements” [20] and “function points.”

All the project managers in this study used the same size measure and estimated the

software size of tasks assigned to programmers as a part of scheduling and task alloca-

tion process.

We studied three projects - two treatment projects and one baseline project. All the

projects were studied over a period of about ten months. We studied the productivity

of two groups in the “start” of the study, and then we studied the productivities “after”

the transfer was done - this was done after the programmers have been independently

executed tasks for about six months after the transfer was done. The number of pro-

grammers in each project in each of the two groups at the start of the project and after

the transfer is shown in Table 5.1.
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Treatment

Project1

Treatment

Project2

Baseline

Project

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

No of Pro-
grammers

at the start
5 7 3 3 3 3

No of Pro-
grammers
after the
transfer

5 6 2 3 3 3

Table 5.1: Number of programmers in the two groups in treatment and baseline projects

(The number of programmers in the two treatment projects has declined by one

due to the programmers leaving- one programmer in the average productivity group

in the treatment project 1 and one programmer in the high productivity group in the

treatment project 2.) The baseline project is included as it provides data on produc-

tivity improvement that may take place simply due to experience in executing similar

tasks over the time that elapses between the start of the study and when the second

measurements are done - the two being about ten months apart. For this project, we

collected effort and size for the tasks. In the baseline project, we neither informed the

programmers nor project managers about our study, and we did not collect any task

videos from the programmers.

In the treatment projects, we collected task videos from programmers at the start

of the study. From these videos we did the exercise done before - obtained the task-

processes of the two groups and then determined the difference between the processes

of the two groups. We then identified the key differences between the task processes of

high- and average-productivity programmers which we (including the project managers

and programmers) believed were the main cause of the productivity difference.

To transfer the identified differences from high-productivity programmers to average-

productivity programmers, we followed two different approaches in the two projects.

In the first one (treatment project 1), we had a discussion with the project manager
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on how we can transfer them to average-productivity programmers. Then we first in-

formed the programmers in the team about the differences between the task processes of

high- and average-productivity programmers, and made a presentation explaining how

high-productivity programmers executed their tasks. This was followed by the average-

productivity programmers executing a couple of tasks together with high-productivity

programmers.

In the second treatment project, the transfer was done informally. The project

manager was briefed about the study and the differences. He then agreed to share

with the team the differences in a suitable manner. No training was conducted for

average-productivity programmers.

5.2 Analysis and Results

For all the three projects (the two treatment projects as well as the baseline project)

we determined the productivity of the two groups of programmers at the start of the

study. We did a similar exercise six months after the transfer of process was done in

the two treatment projects, i.e. - computed the productivity of two groups for each

of the projects. For computing the average productivity of a group, we computed the

productivity of each programmer, and took the average. The average productivity of

various groups at the start and after the transfer is show in Table 5.2 (Productivity is

in ATRs tested per hour.)

As we can see, the productivity of average-productivity programmers improved from

0.8 to 1.9 in the treatment project 1 where we transferred the task processes to average-

productivity programmers through training. And the average productivity improved

from 0.69 to 1.05 in the treatment project 2 where the transfer of task processes was

done implicitly through team meetings. So there was an improvement of 135% and 52%

in the productivity of average-productivity programmers in the treatment projects. In

the baseline project, during the same period, the productivity of average-productivity

programmers also improved from 0.85 to 0.98, that is, an improvement of 15% - this

improvement in productivity of average-productivity programmers probably represents
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the effect of natural effort that average-productivity programmers must be putting to

improve by learning from team members.

Treatment

Project1

Treatment

Project2

Baseline

Project

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

High
Prod.
Group

Avg
Prod.
Group

Initial Pro-
ductivity

2.2 0.8 1.8 0.69 1.9 0.85

Final Pro-
ductivity

after
transfer

2.5 1.9 1.95 1.05 1.98 0.98

Table 5.2: The productivity of each group in treatment and baseline projects

The productivity of high-productivity programmers also improved marginally in all

the projects. Interestingly, the improvement is more in the treatment projects where

they were involved in training the average-productivity programmers, when compared

with the baseline project.

At the start of this experiment, the ratio of productivity of high-productivity pro-

grammers and average-productivity programmers was 2.75 and 2.6 in the treatment

projects, and 2.25 in the baseline project. After the experiment, this ratio reduced to

1.3 and 1.85 in the treatment projects, while in the baseline project, this ratio reduced

to 2 - a much lesser improvement. In other words, the difference in productivities be-

tween high- and average-productivity programmers decreased by 57% and 19% in the

treatment projects, while in the baseline project it was 5% only.

The individual productivity of average-productivity programmers “before” and “af-

ter” in the three projects is shown in Table 5.3. As we can see, the productivity of

all of them improved. However, the improvement is largest and most consistent in the

treatment project 1, where the productivity of all have improved by more than 2X

(except programmer 4 where it is about 2X).
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Treatment

Project1

Treatment

Project2

Baseline

Project

Before After Before After Before After

Programmer 1 1.11 2.47 0.47 0.71 1.05 1.2

Programmer 2 0.91 2.175 0.77 1.44 0.725 0.84

Programmer 3 1.01 2.31 0.82 1.29 0.795 0.9

Programmer 4 0.49 0.97

Programmer 5 0.83 1.855

Programmer 6 0.65 1.585

Table 5.3: Individual productivity of average productivity programmers

We also studied the similarity between the task processes in the treatment projects.

If the similarity between the task process of high-productivity programmers and the

task process of average-productivity programmers increases (i.e. the distance between

them decreases), we can safely conclude that the improvement in productivity is due to

the improvement in task process. For similarity between the task processes, as before

we derived the state transition matrix for each task process, modeled each task process

as a Markov chain, and computed the distance between the state transition matrices as

the similarity measure between two task processes. We computed the distance between

the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers at the beginning and

end of the study for the treatment projects. (We did not do this in the baseline project

as they were not made aware that such a study was going on.) The similarity between

the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers in the two treatment

projects is shown in Figure 5.2.

As we can see, the similarity between the task processes of high- and average-

productivity programmers improved substantially - the distance between them reduced

by 44% and 13% in the two treatment projects.

We conducted direct interviews with four average-productivity programmers of the

treatment project1 (about a year after the training sessions). We met each of these

four average-productivity programmers separately and reminded them of the missing

steps and steps that were being revisited often (as discussed in the earlier chapter) that

were discussed in the training. The questions that we asked in the interview is given
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Figure 5.2: Change in the Distance between the Task Processes due to the Transfer of

Task Processes

in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Interview Questions to Average-productivity Programmers

Questions

Was the training session helpful for improving productivity?

Why did you think your productivity improved?

Did you feel the execution of tasks changed due to the learning you had?

Which of these steps did you adopt in session?

Any feedback that you would like to share?

All the four average-productivity programmers in the treatment project1 found the

session helpful for improving productivity. Two of these average-productivity program-

mers were surprised to see a large variation in the generated test cases and the number

of test executions by the programmers, and feel that the data had helped them to in-

trospect and modify their process for execution of tasks.

All the programmers think that they had improved their productivity. Three out

of four average-productivity programmers feel that they are now executing their tasks

quickly with ease when compared to earlier. Though the fourth programmer also feels

the same, he opinioned that further improving the way of generating test inputs can
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boost more improvement in productivity.

For our question “which of these steps did you adopt from the session?”, all the four

programmers told us that they are now using excel formulas for deriving test case out-

puts, using macros in the step test project setup, spending time to analyze functional

documents and code at the beginning, comparing signals for analyzing the behavior of

code, generating less number of test cases & test executions when compared to earlier,

and copying the required information from documents to a common place.

We have also verified the task processes of average-productivity programmers af-

ter the training. We found that all average-productivity programmers in treatment

project1 are using all the missing steps. The average-productivity programmers in

treatment project2 are not using the step “copy required information to a common

place” (This may be due to the effectiveness of training in the treatment project2.)

Two average-productivity programmers opinioned that it is required to revisit the

step “analyze functional document” multiple times in the course of task execution. One

average-productivity programmer told us that it was difficult to document the gener-

ated test cases at the end in one shot. He feels that it is always better to perform the

documentation of test cases intermittently throughout the task execution and he finds

it okay to change the documentation for any change in the generated test case inputs.

We have also asked them to share any other feedback. While some of them are

more general, some of the ones pertinent to this study are:

• Though “Lessons learned and best practices” meetings are happening regularly in

the project, these meetings do not discuss in depth about steps (sub tasks) in the

task, etc. for identifying the best practices of task execution. Project manager

should conduct “lessons learnt and best practices” meetings at regular intervals

asking each programmer how he/she execute various steps (sub tasks) in a task

and then stimulating a thought provoking discussion among the team to check

whether or not any best steps exists for adoption by all programmers.
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Figure 5.3: The Number of Test cases Generated by Average-productivity Programmers

Before and After the Training in Treatment Projects

• The productivity gains that can be achieved by identifying the best ways of

executing a task with in a team could be less. This should be done across the

teams and the organizations for maximum productivity gains.

• You may directly discuss with each programmer to understand how he/she exe-

cutes a task. Otherwise, sit with each programmer while he/she is executing a

task and understand the task better. Video recording of tasks may be avoided. I

hope my videos were not shared with anyone without my consent.

We could not get in touch with the average-productivity programmers from the

treatment project2. However, we have asked the project manager of the treatment

project2 about any feedback that he would have received formally or informally from

his team members. The project manager felt that the study helped to identify areas of

improvement and actually improved the productivity of his team members. However,

he also feels that the study is little risky by itself and if not executed properly in the

live projects then it may lead to a large disturbance in the cooperation between the

project manager and team members.

We have also noted the number of test executions and the generated test cases

by average-productivity programmers after the completion of training in treatment1

and treatment2 projects. As it can be seen from the Figure 5.3, the mean/median of
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Figure 5.4: The Number of Test Executions by Average-productivity Programmers Before

and After the Training in Treatment Projects

generated test cases (normalized with the size of tasks) by average-productivity pro-

grammers after the training has improved in both projects. Similarly, the number of

test executions after the training also shows an improvement in both the projects in

Figure 5.4.

The remarkable improvement in productivity and improvement in similarity with

task processes of high-productivity programmers clearly suggests that productivity of

average-productivity programmers can be improved by improving their task processes.

And for significant improvement, they need to just follow the task processes of those

in their peer groups who have high productivity.

The study also suggests that for transferring the processes of high-productivity pro-

grammers, an active approach is much more effective. Just leaving the programmers

to learn from peers through informal interactions is not as effective as a structured and

planned transfer through training by peers.

Overall, the study further confirms that task processes used by programmers have

a strong influence on programmer productivity. And the productivity of average-

productivity programmers can be improved significantly and brought closer to higher

productivity peers, by systematically identifying the key differences between how high-

and average-productivity programmers execute a task, and transferring the processes of
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high-productivity programmers to average-productivity programmers through planned

and properly conducted training.

5.3 Summary

Improving software productivity is one of the most important goals of software devel-

opment companies. One way to improve the software productivity is by improving

the productivity of programmers. We know that some programmers are much more

productive than other programmers in a project, and so productivity can be improved

by improving the productivity of average-productivity programmers. We hypothesized

that one of the main reasons why high-productivity programmers are more productive

is due to their use of more effective task processes to execute the tasks they are as-

signed. We further hypothesized that it should be possible to get the benefits of the

effective task processes of high-productivity programmers by transferring them to the

average-productivity programmers.

In the studies reported in earlier chapters, we observed how high-productivity pro-

grammers execute their tasks when compared with average-productivity programmers

(the organization of various steps used by a programmer for executing his/her assigned

task is called as a task process). We have reported differences between the task pro-

cesses of the two groups. In the study reported in this chapter, we discuss the impact of

transferring task processes of high-productivity programmers to average-productivity

programmers in the project.

We conducted this study on two live model-based unit testing projects (called the

treatment projects) at Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Private Lim-

ited, a CMMi Level 5 software company. In one treatment project, we transferred the

task processes of high-productivity programmers to average-productivity programmers

by training the average-productivity programmers. In other treatment project, we only

informed the team about the differences through the project manager. For comparison

purposes, we studied another similar project (called the baseline project). We found

that the productivity of average-productivity programmers improved by about 135%
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and 52% in the treatment projects. The difference in productivity between the high-

and average-productivity programmers decreased by 57% and 19%. The corresponding

figures in the baseline project were much lower.

To understand whether or not the productivity improvement is due to transfer of

task processes to average-productivity programmers, we also compared the distance

between the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers by model-

ing each task process as a Markov chain. We found an improvement in the similarity

between the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers by 44% and

13% in the treatment projects.

The study shows that we can improve the productivity of average-productivity

programmers substantially by identifying the key differences between task processes of

high- and average-productivity peer programmers, and training the average-productivity

programmers on the key differences to transfer the processes of high-productivity pro-

grammers. The study also suggests that the level of improvement depends on the

effectiveness of this transfer - direct transfer through training shows better results than

the indirect and informal transfer within the team.
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Chapter 6

Other Studies For Improving

Programmer Productivity

In this chapter, we discuss some other studies that we had conducted on improving

programmer productivity. In the first study, we report results of a study we did to

understand the impact of the trainer on the trainee - whether the productivity of the

trained programmer is influenced by the productivity of the trainer. In the second

study, we study the impact of taking some steps to counter the Parkinson’s law (i.e.

the work expands to fill the available time) and what impact they have on program-

mer productivity. In the third study, we study how model-based development impacts

programmer productivity in enhancement tasks, as compared to in a traditional devel-

opment project.

6.1 Using High-Productivity Programmers for Training

New Programmers Improves Team Productivity

Attrition of team members in a project demands project manager to use the effort

of his/her senior programmers for training new programmers coming into the project.

Due to project schedule pressures, often a project manager may not put the best se-

nior programmers for training - instead, use average senior programmers for training

new programmers. The assumption is that as training process and material is already

defined and available, training by any senior programmer would yield similar results.
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We investigate through a case study, the effect of productivity of trainers on the

productivity of new programmers and the team by conducting a limited study on a live

project at Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Private Limited, a CMMi

Level 5 software company.

Four senior programmers were selected for training new programmers. Two of

the trainers were identified as high-productivity programmers and the other two as

average-productivity programmers. Both sets of trainers trained two new program-

mers. After completion of the training and the new programmers working indepen-

dently for at least six months, the productivity of new programmers, and its impact on

team productivity was examined. We found that the programmers trained by high-

productivity programmers were 1.75 times more productive than the programmers

trained by average-productivity programmers indicating the importance of engaging

the better programmers for training new programmers. We also compared the pro-

cesses used for executions of tasks by new programmers with that of the processes used

by their trainers. We found that there is a strong similarity between the two, further

strengthening the findings that productivity of the trainers strongly influences the pro-

ductivity achieved by the new programmers.

6.1.1 Background

The attrition of team members in a software project is common in software companies

particularly at junior levels. Attrition results in new programmers regularly getting

inducted in long-running projects. New programmers have to be sufficiently trained

before they work on actual project tasks independently, as training is seen as the most

effective means of knowledge transfer [200, 201]. It is common in software development

companies to deploy a dedicated trainer, who is generally another senior programmer

from the project, for training a new programmer.

It is the responsibility of a project manager to choose and assign a senior program-

mer from the project for training a new programmer. Training a new programmer

demands a considerable amount of effort by a senior programmer to make the new

programmer suitable for executing the project tasks independently. Besides formal
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training using standard presentations, the senior programmer also spends the effort to

review the work of new programmer for finding defects/bugs, clarify doubts and give

suggestions on the work executed by new programmers. Clearly, good training is im-

portant for proper induction of the new programmers.

However, a project manager’s primary responsibility is to ensure timely comple-

tion of the activities/tasks according to the schedule and delivery of the project [202].

Therefore, often a project manager may not prefer to spare the best programmers in the

team for training a new programmer but choose average programmers from the team

for the training task. Project managers often think that training new programmers by

any senior programmer will be similar as the focus of training is generally on knowledge

transfer and team’s processes, and a team generally has standard training documents

and presentation material for training new programmers which are used by all trainers.

Therefore, often, high-productivity programmers are put on actual work while training

responsibility is given to average-productivity programmer to ensure timely completion

of the tasks in the projects.

In this work, we study the impact of trainer’s productivity on the productivity

achieved by the trainee, and the overall team productivity through a case study.

In the case study, we divided senior programmers in the project into two groups -

high-productivity and average-productivity, based on their productivity computed on

sample tasks and the feedback from the project manager. We selected two senior pro-

grammers from each of the two groups for training two new programmers each. That

is, two high-productivity programmers trained two new programmers and two average-

productivity programmers trained the other two new programmers. The productivity

of the new programmers was computed and compared after these programmers had

worked independently for six months after the training.

To further confirm the impact of the trainer’s productivity, we also studied the

similarity between the new programmer’s and the trainer’s task execution using the

methods described earlier.
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We conducted this study on a live model-based unit-testing project at Robert Bosch

Engineering and Business Solutions Private Ltd, a CMMi Level 5 software company.

Our study suggests that it is important that project manager picks high-productivity

programmers for training new programmers for improving the productivity of the team.

A lot of work has been done on software engineering education, learning and train-

ing [203, 204, 205]. Many studies based on a survey of employees and managers have

shown that training has a significant impact on employee’s performance [206, 207].

Bartel verified around 3800 employee’s personal records of a large company and found

that the time spent on training had a significant impact on the performance ratings

of employees [208]. Andries conducted an experiment by randomly assigning workers

to control and treatment groups and studied their performance before and after the

training. He found an improvement of 10% in the performance of workers [209] who

had undergone training. This study is different from them regarding both objective

(goal) and approach. The existing studies did not differentiate trainers based on high-

and average-productivity and study their influence on the productivity of trainees.

Training New programmers:

Knowledge is organized into two types: explicit and tacit [210]. Explicit knowledge

can be easily documented and transferred from one individual to others through class

room/lecture mode of training. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, is difficult to doc-

ument and transferred to others through class room/lecture mode of training as this is

carried out in the minds of individuals and is hard to access and express. One way to

transfer tacit knowledge is to make new programmer spend a considerable amount of

time with senior programmer [211].

Therefore, software development companies use a dedicated senior programmer for

training a new programmer till the new programmer is capable of executing his/her

tasks independently. So the project manager assigns to a senior programmer from the

project the entire responsibility of training a new programmer. The senior program-

mer acts as the first point of contact for the new programmer for all the project-related
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information.

In Bosch, training contains three phases: lecture phase, demonstration phase,

and clarification phase. Lecture phase is similar to the classroom mode of train-

ing/presentations. Senior programmers use the standard approved training material

directly from the project repositories for training the new programmers.

Demonstration phase typically starts after the finish of the lecture phase. Demon-

stration phase may not have any presentation material. Senior programmer explains

and shows the way of executing tasks directly on his/her computer. Demonstration

phase is more of a pre hands-on training to the new programmer. The new program-

mer would be observing the senior programmer (an aspect similar to pair programming)

while the senior programmer is executing his/her tasks.

Clarification phase starts after the completion of the lecture phase and the demon-

stration phase. In clarification phase, a senior programmer first starts allocating small

tasks of lesser complexity to a new programmer and closely monitors the work done by

the new programmer. The senior programmer then reviews the work to find defects,

clarify doubts and give suggestions on the work executed by new programmers. Later,

the senior programmer starts assigning tasks of increasing complexity to the new pro-

grammer and guides him/her throughout the process of execution of tasks.

Project manager keeps track of the entire process and progress of the training.

Training finishes after both the project manager and the senior programmer feel that

the new programmer has reached a stage of executing the tasks independently. Typ-

ically, training would take about one month. We studied the productivity of new

programmers after six months from the completion of the training for studying the im-

pact of using high-/average-productivity programmers for training new programmers

on the productivity of the new programmers and the team.
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6.1.2 Field Study and Data Collection

We conducted a limited study on one live model-based unit-testing project at Robert

Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Private Ltd for studying the impact of us-

ing high- and average-productivity programmers for training new programmers on the

productivity of new programmers and the team. The project is running for a long

time and performs only unit-testing of safety software in embedded automotive do-

main. The project manager is part of the team for a long time and is well aware of the

performance of each member of the team. The setup of our study is given in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Setup for Studying the Impact of Using High- and Average-

Productivity Programmers for Training New Programmers

We first had a discussion with the project manager for a common understanding

about this study. Six senior programmers had a similar educational background, rele-

vant experience and received similar training. We collected feedback from the project

manager on the productivity of senior programmers. We also used data from studying

their task videos to group them into high and average productivity.

From the group of six senior programmers, we selected two high-productivity pro-

grammers and two average-productivity programmers for training four new program-

mers. The productivity of the trainers (measured as ATR per hour) is given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Productivity of Four Senior Programmers in ATR/hour

High-productivity pro-

grammer

Average-productivity

programmer

Trainer 1 1.95 0.80

Trainer 2 1.70 0.67

Mean Productivity 1.82 0.73

All the new programmers chosen for this study had a similar educational background

and were recruited directly from college. They had completed similar organizational

training (induction and skill improvement training) before they are placed on project-

specific training. Two of the four new programmers were trained by high-productivity

programmers, and the other two new programmers were trained by average-productivity

programmers. The project-specific training lasts around one month.

After completion of the project-specific training and the new programmers working

independently for six months, we collected the task videos of at least two model-based

unit-testing tasks from all the four new programmers. Project manager’s opinion on

the productivity of new programmers was also taken. We also compared the task

process of the new programmers with those of their trainers, to study the level of simi-

larity between the processes used by the new programmers and their respective trainers.

6.1.3 Analysis and Results

For the new programmers, we determined their productivity after they have been on

the project for six months after training. We also studied the task processes they used

for completing their unit testing tasks, and how similar they are to the task process

used by their trainers. In this section, we give the results of these two.

Productivity of new programmers:

After completion of the training and the new programmers working independently

for six months, the productivities of new programmers were computed. The produc-
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Table 6.2: Productivity of Four Trainees (New Programmers) in ATR/hour

Trained by High-

Productivity Program-

mer

Trained by Average-

Productivity program-

mer

New programmer 1 1.10 0.60

New programmer 2 0.95 0.57

Mean Productivity 1.02 0.58

tivity of the four new programmers is given in Table 6.2.

As we can see, the mean productivity of new programmers trained by high-productivity

senior programmers was 1.02 ATR/hour, and that of the new programmers trained by

average-productivity senior programmers was 0.58 ATR/hour. The productivity of the

two trained by high productivity programmers is very similar - so is the productivity of

the two trained by average-productivity programmers. However, as we can see, there

is a marked difference between the productivity of the two groups - the first set of new

programmers is 1.75 times as productive as the second set.

The similarity between task processes: We used the same methodology and

tools that we used in our previous studies for assessing the similarity between how the

new programmers executed the tasks, and how their trainers executed the task (i.e.,

how similar were the task processes of new programmers and their trainers).

From the captured videos, we extracted the steps and modeled the execution of a

task as a Markov chains as discussed earlier in Chapter 4. Each task executed by a

programmer corresponds to one Markov chain. The executions of tasks by program-

mers were compared by comparing Markov chains of the task processes. Comparison

of Markov chains was done by measuring the distance between the two state transition

matrices - higher the distance between the state transition matrices of Markov chains,

the lesser the similarity between the executions of tasks.

The mean of the distance between the task processes of the different groups is given
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Table 6.3: Mean of the Distance between the Task Processes of Trainers and Trainees

High-Productivity

Trainers

Average-Productivity

Trainers

New programmers trained by

high-productivity programmers

11.88 25.09

New programmers trained by

average-productivity program-

mers

22.55 11.05

in Table 6.3. Higher the distance the lesser the similarity between the executions of

tasks.

As we can see, the distance between the task processes of the trainees and their

trainers is around 11 for both the trainee sets. That is, the task processes of the

trainees are similar to that of their trainers - regardless of whether the trainer was

high- or average-productivity. Table 6.3 also shows that the task processes of trainees

are very different from the task processes used by trainers of the other group (average

of 22 and 25). Overall, this data demonstrates that the task process used by new pro-

grammers is strongly influenced by the task process of the trainers. As task processes

have a significant impact on the productivity of a programmer, we can also conclude

that the new programmers trained by high-productivity programmer’s end up being

high-productivity programmers as they use the high productivity task processes.

We also collected the qualitative feedback from the project manager on the produc-

tivity of new programmers. The project manager also feels that the new programmers

trained by high-productivity programmers are more productive than the new program-

mers trained by average-productivity programmers. Project manager’s feedback cor-

roborated well with our results on the productivity of new programmers.

Overall Project Productivity: The new programmers trained by high-productivity

programmers are more productive than the programmers trained by average-productivity

programmers. The productivity of the new programmers trained by high-productivity
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programmers was 1.75 times the productivity of new programmers trained by average-

productivity programmers. This means the new programmers trained by high-productivity

programmers complete their tasks 1.75 times faster than the new programmers trained

by average-productivity programmers.

The productivity difference between the high- and average-productivity senior pro-

grammers is 1.09 ATR/hour. The productivity difference between the new program-

mers trained by high- and average-productivity programmers is 0.44 ATR/hour. Even

if we assume that in the one month used for training, the trainer spent the time exclu-

sively for training, we can see that the loss in delivery from high-productivity senior

programmers during the period of training can be easily covered with the gain in de-

livery from the new programmers trained by them within about 2 months. After this

break-even period, the overall project will benefit by delivering more output because

of the additional productivity from the new programmers trained by high-productivity

programmers.

This study suggests that it is important that project manager makes an intelligent

investment of using high-productivity programmers for training new programmers for

long-term benefits of the project. Any decision based on short-term delivery gains may

hinder the project progress in the long run.

6.1.4 Summary

Attrition of members in a project often demands project manager to use some effort

from his senior programmers for training new programmers coming into the project.

Utilizing the effort from best senior programmers for training new members would im-

pact the project schedule and deliveries. Therefore, often a project manager may not

put high-productivity senior programmers but average-productivity senior program-

mers for training new programmers.

In this work, we studied the impact of using high-productivity senior programmers

for training on the productivity of the new programmers and the team.
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We conducted a case study on a live model-based unit-testing project at Robert

Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Private Limited.

We found that the productivity of the programmers trained by high-productivity

programmers was similar, so was the productivity of the programmers trained by the

average-productivity programmers. However, the productivity of the former group of

programmers was about 1.75 times the productivity of the latter group, when measured

six months after the training.

We also found that there is a strong similarity between the processes used by the

new programmer and the process of the trainer. This means that during training, the

new programmer effectively learns the task process of the trainer, and tries to use the

trainer’s task process in his/her tasks. Consequently, the impact of the task process is

reflected in their productivity, thereby further confirming that the productivity of the

trainers has a significant impact on the productivity of new programmers.

We also found that the loss in delivery from the high-productivity programmer dur-

ing the period of training could be recovered within about two months by the gains in

productivity of the new programmers.

This is a case study conducted on one project, two sets of trainers each heaving two

trainers, and two sets of new programmers, each having two. While the results of the

study show some outcome and while the outcomes seem consistent with expectations,

this study does not provide a statistical basis for a generalized claim. For that many

more studies need to be done.
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6.2 Countering Parkinson’s Law for Improving Program-

mer Productivity

One possible reason for productivity being lower than what is possible may be due

to Parkinson’s law, which states that work expands to fill the time available for its

completion. In a software project this means that if more than needed time is given to

a programmer, the extra time will not be revealed as “free time” on the programmer’s

weekly activity reports, but will result in the programmer consuming all the allotted

time resulting in loss of productivity. A simple approach of allotting less time may not

work as there are often small reasons relating to clarifications/coordination that provide

the “reason” to a programmer for taking more time for completing a task. Therefore,

to counter the effect of Parkinson’s law, we adopted a two-pronged approach: (1) al-

locating 33% less time than the estimated effort for a task and (2) facilitating issue

resolution that may impede progress through a 15-min time-boxed daily meeting. We

conducted an experiment for about six months in seven software projects in the real

environment to study the impact of this approach. We found an improvement of at

least 15% in productivity of the programmers compared to their baseline productivity

without any degradation in the quality of the programs developed by them.

6.2.1 Background

Typically, a project manager estimates the effort required for a programmer to com-

plete a particular programming task and then uses this effort estimate for estimating

the time required. This effort estimate is normally based on the programmer’s past

(baseline) productivity and the estimated size of the program to be developed. Even

though this estimate is based on the programmer’s baseline productivity data, it is well

known that the baseline data might not reflect the current productivity of the pro-

grammer, and so this estimate might be more than the required effort. Furthermore,

project managers often consider uncertainties and other constraints and assign more

time than is strictly needed.

When a programmer is assigned more time than required following Parkinson’s Law,

he/she executes the task in such a way that it fills the assigned time. For example,
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if the programmer realizes that the task could be completed earlier than the assigned

time, instead of reporting free time (early delivery with less effort), he may try to fill

the free time by self-checking the task multiple times or frequently testing than is nor-

mally required.

In some cases, when programmers realize that they were assigned more time than

required, programmers may exhibit procrastination. These behaviors lead to reporting

more effort than is actually required thereby degrading the programmer productiv-

ity. Moreover, in the course of execution of the task, when an uncertainty occurs, the

programmer tends to resolve the issues by self-means or through peers rather than

getting it resolved with the help of project manager. Thereby, issues related to clari-

fications/coordination provide programmers “the reason” for taking more time than is

actually required.

To counter the effect of Parkinson’s law, we took a two-pronged approach: (1) al-

locating 33% less time than the estimated effort for a task and (2) facilitating issue

resolution that may impede progress through a 15-min time-boxed daily meeting. We

conducted an experiment for about six months in seven software projects involving

over 70 tasks in the real environment to study the impact of this approach. We found

an improvement of at least 15% in productivity of the programmers compared to their

baseline productivity without any degradation in the quality of the programs developed

by them.

6.2.2 Experiment and Data Collection

Subjects: All the programmers with one to four years of experience were included in

the seven embedded software development projects.

Objects: Embedded software development (model-based development) tasks having

an estimated effort of at least 25 hours were considered in this experiment. The main

reason for selecting this criterion of 25 hours was due to the assumption that there

might not be any Parkinson’s law behavior for small duration tasks.
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Task Assignment: Project manager assigned objects to subjects based on the ex-

isting project planning and scheduling process.

Variables: Software size of the task, estimated effort, planned effort, the actual

effort spent by the programmer for completing the task, baseline productivity of the

programmer, and the number of defects identified after completion of the object are

the independent variables. Percentage improvement in productivity is the dependent

variable. Planned effort assigned to the programmer for completing an object is the

control variable.

This experiment was stretched over a period of six months on seven live embedded

software projects involving over 70 tasks. Number of tasks for which the data was

collected in the projects were: 20, 14, 16, 7, 9, 3, and 3 respectively. To begin with,

the project managers of these seven projects were briefed about this experiment. They

were requested to allocate an effort of 33% less than the estimated effort and to call

for 15-min time-boxed daily meeting to facilitate resolving any issues that impede the

task progression.

The project managers were given liberty to change this based on their project sce-

nario. Programmers were informed that extra effort will be available in case they cannot

complete the task within the planned effort, to relieve any pressure, and in case there

is no Parkinson’s law behavior.

We recorded task size, baseline productivity of the programmer, estimated effort,

planned effort assigned for the task, actual effort taken by the programmer for com-

pleting the task, and the number of defects identified after completion of the task.

Software size of the object was estimated in terms of adjustable testable requirements

(ATR), which is an internal measure and a variation of the testable requirements metric.

The baseline productivity of each programmer was derived from organization database

based on the similar type of projects and tasks executed in the past. The estimated

effort was calculated based on the software size and the baseline productivity of the

programmer. (Estimated effort = Software size /Baseline productivity.) Data for a few
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Table 6.4: Data on a few tasks

Trial Size of

the object

(ATR)

Baseline

Produc-

tivity of

the subject

(size/effort

in days)

Estimated

Effort to

complete

object

(hours)

Planned

Effort al-

located to

subjects

(Hours)

Actual ef-

fort taken

by subject

(hours)

Defects

Found

1 2.82 0.8 30 20 21.5 0

2 7.8 0.73 91 61 82.8 0

3 3.95 0.8 42 28 28.8 0

4 9.63 0.85 96 64 89.7 0

5 3.81 0.8 40 27 39.5 0

6 3.56 0.8 38 25 35.2 0

7 3.23 0.8 34 23 31.6 0

8 5.03 0.8 53 36 38.3 0

tasks is shown in Table 6.4. (One day is taken to be 8.5 hrs.)

Planned effort assigned for a task was 33% lower than the estimated effort. The

actual effort spent by the programmer to complete the task was captured on a daily

basis and the same was compared with the working hours spent in the organization to

check for errors in reported effort. Defects found in the tasks executed by programmers

was also captured and analyzed to check whether or not there is any impact of this

method on the quality of the tasks developed by programmers.

We tried to minimize the confounding issues through following measures: (a) all

the objects in this study were of similar type (embedded software tasks on model-based

development), (b) software size considers complexity of the object, (c) project manager

followed the same estimation criteria as per the organization guidelines to estimate the

software size of the object, (d) programmers having one to four years of experience were

chosen for the study, and (e) project manager assigned tasks to programmers based on

the already planned project scheduling process.
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Table 6.5: Productivity improvement in projects

Project No of tasks Avg percentage produc-

tivity improvement

Project 1 20 11

Project 2 14 28

Project 3 16 34

Project 4 7 61

Project 5 9 56

Project 6 3 11

Project 7 3 16

6.2.3 Analysis and Results

We know that

% Productivity improvement in a task = [(Software size of object/Actual effort

taken by subject) - Baseline productivity of subject]*100/ Baseline productivity of

subject

This can be simplified to

% improvement = ((Estimated Effort /Actual effort taken) - 1) * 100

We computed the average productivity gain in each of the task. The average pro-

ductivity gain for each of the project is summarized in the Table 6.5 (in this the average

for the project is average gain of all the tasks in the project.) As we can see, significant

productivity improvement was observed in all projects, though it was much larger in

some of them. The average improvement in productivity over all the tasks in all the

projects was around 30%. The detailed data showed that there were six tasks in which

a productivity decline was observed, i.e. the actual effort consumed was more than

the effort initially estimated, and there were eight tasks in which the improvement was

very small and cannot be considered significant. This shows that while the technique

worked overall, it cannot be applied blindly to all the tasks.
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We did not observe any defects in the tasks executed by programmers and hence no

degradation of quality is observed in the tasks executed by programmers. This might

be due to the rigorous organizational processes that programmers have to follow. Also,

programmers were allowed to take extra time if needed, so there was no pressure to cut

corners.

We interviewed some of the project managers and programmers to understand the

effectiveness of the study. We found that this experiment has helped the project man-

agers to better understand real productivity of programmers, which in turn helped

them to improve effort estimation for future tasks. Project managers did not find

programmers stretching themselves to complete the assigned tasks. Some project man-

agers also believed that this method might yield effective results for the tasks estimated

with more than 40 hours of effort. Some programmers were of the opinion that the

daily meetings helped them to resolve their issues in a timely manner and manage the

execution of tasks effectively.

6.2.4 Summary

Software development companies continuously strive for improving productivity. A

likely reason for lower productivity than what is possible may be due to the existence

of Parkinson’s law which states that work expands to fill the available time. Allotting

less time for a task may not be a viable solution as there are often small reasons relating

to clarifications/coordination that delay completion of a task. To counter the effect of

Parkinson’s law, we therefore, took a two-pronged approach: (1) allocating 33% less

time than the estimated effort for a task and (2) facilitating issue resolution that may

impede progress through a 15-min time-boxed daily meeting. We studied the impact

of this approach in a CMMi level 5 software company for about six months in seven

software projects in the actual field environment. We found at least 15% improvement

in productivity of the programmers without any degradation in the quality of the tasks

developed by them.
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6.3 Effect of Model-Based Software Development on Pro-

ductivity of Enhancement Tasks

Model-based software development promises to increase productivity by generating exe-

cutable code automatically from design/models thereby eliminating the manual coding

phase. Although new software development projects have yielded high productivity

using model-based development, its effect on the productivity of maintaining projects

involving enhancement tasks are not well researched. We study the impact of model-

based development on productivity and quality of maintenance tasks. In our study, we

observed 173 enhancement tasks done using model-based software development, and

156 enhancement tasks using traditional software development, in six live projects over

one year at Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Private Ltd., a CMMi level

5 software company. For each of these tasks, we collected data on size, the effort taken

to complete the task and rework effort to fix any bugs. We found that the productivity

of enhancement tasks executed using model-based software development was higher by

over 10% as compared to traditional software development. No statistically significant

difference was found between the model-based and traditional software development

for the rework effort suggesting that there is no adverse effect on quality.

6.3.1 Introduction

Reducing the gap between the requirements and the respective software implementation

is important to minimize defects and improve productivity. There exist various types of

models (UML diagrams [212, 213], scenario-based models [214], process-oriented mod-

els [215], etc.) to bridge this gap by capturing the necessary specifications of both

requirements and implementation. However, these models fail to shield programmers

from the complexities of the underlying implementation challenges of target platforms.

In model-based software development, the design gradually develops into an exe-

cutable artifact with different layers of graphical abstractions called models (indepen-

dent of target platform). These models can be used to automatically generate exe-

cutable codes, suitable for the target platform, using code generators [216]. Examples

of model-based development tools that support development of models and generating
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code from the models include Matlab/Simulink/State-flow [217] and Ascet [218]. In

this work, we concentrate on studying the model-based development of embedded soft-

ware using the tool Ascet.

Effort saved using model-based development cannot be equivalent to the manual

coding effort in traditional software development, as the effort is needed for steps like

developing models, integrating code generators, generating code suitable for the target

platform, etc. For new software development projects, the effort spent on these steps is

generally less than the total effort spent on manual coding phase (which is 40%-50% of

the overall software development effort) in traditional software development, thereby

providing a productivity gain with model-based software development.

Projects in software companies are majorly categorized into two types: new projects

and maintenance projects. New software development projects do not have any legacy

code. These projects gather all requirements, create a design, develop and test the

code. However, maintenance projects are those projects where the code is maintained

for fixing any bugs and adding new functionality.

Typically, product based companies will have many maintenance projects modify-

ing the existing code for adding new requirements of customers. As mentioned earlier,

model-based development may provide a productivity gain for new software develop-

ment projects. However, the effect of model-based software development on the pro-

ductivity of maintenance projects needs to be studied.

Enhancement tasks are those tasks that require adding new code and/or modifying

the existing code of maintenance projects. Typically, a programmer has to identify

first the code/models that need to be changed and then alter the code/models such

that new requirements are taken care without affecting the existing functionality of old

requirements. The process of executing enhancement tasks is almost same for both

model-based and traditional development projects.

To understand the effect of model-based software development on the productivity

of enhancement tasks, we aim to address these research questions:
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RQ1: Whether model-based software development yields higher productivity than

traditional software development for enhancement tasks during the maintenance phase

of software projects?

RQ2: Whether any observed improvement in productivity is achieved through a

compromise on the quality of the software projects?

6.3.2 Model-Based Software Development

Overall process of a model based Software development has been discussed earlier. In

this process, modeling is the most important phase. We briefly describe modeling ap-

proach, before we discuss enhancements.

Various notions of modeling exist in the literature. Brown has mentioned about

the spectrum of modeling: [219] the first type contain no graphical models and code is

the only artifact; the second type involves generating visual models from the already

existing code for understanding the code better; the third type involves developing first

the models describing the system and later using those models as a reference for devel-

oping the code; the fourth type uses both code and models to update each other; the

fifth type is model centric where models are the primary artifact and code is generated

from those models; and finally, the sixth type involves only models and no code.

UML is considered a general-purpose modeling language that can be used across var-

ious domains. UML helps to capture both static and dynamic behaviors of the system

through various diagrams. However, these diagrams are used as blue prints/sketches for

developing the code (system) and are not directly used to automatically generate the

code. Hence, domain-specific modeling languages with high semantics and notations

(graphical) have evolved and are directly utilized to generate the code automatically

from these domain-specific models [220, 221, 222]. Further, these domain-specific mod-

eling helps to run, debug and test the models. In automotive and avionics domains,

Ascet and Matlab are the two commonly used tools to develop the models.
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Models are further classified into two types: platform-independent models and

platform-dependent models [223]. Ascet tool allows programmers first to develop, run

and test platform-independent models. Later, the models can be configured and inte-

grated with code generators for automatically generating the code suitable for embed-

ded controller/platform.

A “model” in model-based software development (used in embedded software) is

somewhat analogous to a “function” in traditional software development. Similar to

functions, a model can accept a set of inputs and process them to get required outputs,

use parameters and constants, and even call other models. Further, code can be gen-

erated from each model in addition to executing/simulating each model separately.

Typically, in model-based development, each model is a block diagram with a set

of inputs and outputs. A sample model containing two other models (cal veh speed

and cal brake accel) is shown in Figure 6.2. The block diagram “cal veh speed” takes

four inputs (wheel speeds of a car) and calculates the vehicle speed (output Veh speed)

which is fed to another block diagram “cal brake accel.” Based on the difference be-

tween the target vehicle speed (input Target veh speed ip) and the present vehicle speed

(veh speed ip), the block diagram “cal brake accel” sets either Brake or Accelerator.

Figure 6.2: A Sample Hierarchical Model Containing Two Other Models

Software development often contains various tasks/threads running according to a
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required scheduling mechanism. Ascet also supports scheduling various tasks/threads

according to their desired frequency and priority in both pre-emptive and non-pre-

emptive modes. “calc” and “init” in Figure 6.3 are two such tasks. The models (or

block diagrams) in Ascet are not executed concurrently but sequentially in discrete

time. Programmers have to set the order of execution of models. For example: 35/calc

and 36/calc in Figure 6.3 indicate the execution order of the models in the “calc”

task/thread. Incorrect assignment of models to tasks/threads may lead to wrong re-

sults impacting quality.

Figure 6.3: A Sample Model Capturing the Functionality

Though code is generated automatically from the models by integrating code gener-

ators, the approach is not straightforward and consumes some effort [224]. In general,

any functionality is captured based on a sequence of operations/steps. Code generators

are not intelligent enough to identify the correct sequence of operations defined in the

models to generate the code automatically for capturing the functionality. Therefore,

once the low-level design models are extended to capture the required functionality,

programmers will have to number each operation in the model to inform code genera-

tor about the correct sequence of operations for generating the code [225]. Ascet has a

feature to automatically assign sequential numbers for operations/steps in the model.

In this case, programmers may have to verify whether the assigned sequential numbers

capture the intended functionality or not.

A programmer modeling the statement h op = (a ip*p1)/(b ip*p2) is shown in

Figure 6.3. “a ip,” “b ip” are inputs, “h op” is output and “p1,” “p2” are parame-
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ters/constants. The sequences 1/calc, 2/calc, 3/calc show the order of execution of

operations/steps in the calc task/thread, that is, programmer first multiplied the input

a ip with parameter p1 and assigned the result to a local variable a op. Later, the input

b ip is multiplied with parameter p2 and the result is assigned to a local variable b op.

Finally, the result of dividing a op with b op is assigned to another local variable d op

before assigning the same to output h op. Wrong assignment of sequences may lead to

bugs. For example, interchanging 3/calc and 2/calc lead to “divide by zero” because

the variable b op used in the calculation of d op is zero initially and will be updated

to b ip*p2 only after the calculation of d op.

Due to the presence of different types of embedded target controllers/platforms,

several steps are required to generate code that is suitable for the target embedded

controller. Some of the steps include programmers assigning correct data types to vari-

ables/parameters/constants in the model, ensuring no truncation or resolution loss oc-

curs while performing arithmetic operations, creating and scheduling threads/processes

and assigning each thread/process with functionality defined in the model.

6.3.3 Enhancements in Model-Based Software

For maintenance tasks, the overall process followed by traditional and model-based

software development is similar to each other, though the methods of execution of the

steps are different. An overview of the overall process followed for maintenance tasks

in model-based software as well as traditional method is shown in Figure 6.4. As can

be seen, the structure and logical steps are similar, but the methods of execution are

different.

To add any new functionality or to modify the existing functionality during the

maintenance phase, the programmer has to identify and make changes such that the

required functionality is modeled appropriately without affecting the rest of the exist-

ing functionality, a process similar to that of traditional software development.

Model-based development tools provide simulation environment to compile, run and

test the model being developed/changed. This step could be analogous to compiling
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Figure 6.4: Process of Enhancement Tasks in Traditional and Model-based

Developments

and debugging the code in traditional software development. Though code generation

settings already exist in the project (during maintenance phase), configurations like

sequencing the operations, assigning models to tasks/threads have to be set for the

newly added/changed models to generate code from the added/changed models.

Unlike traditional software, enhancement tasks in model-based development require

testing the model as well as the auto-generated code from the model to ensure required

functionality is captured competently and the auto-generated code is suitable for the

target platform [172].

Testing the auto-generated code in model-based software is different from testing

the manual code in traditional software development. Code generated from the model

is difficult to understand, and therefore test cases have to be derived based on the

models to achieve the coverage of code generated from the models. Further, no direct

mapping between the generated code and the model make deriving test cases difficult.

Various test design techniques exist to derive test cases. In this study, programmers

used exploratory method while testing model-based and traditional software [172].
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Additionally, the problems associated with model-based software development like

traceability of requirements to model and generated code, understanding the highly

optimized auto-generated code from model, copying differences between models, map-

ping defects identified in auto-generated code back to model, etc., may pose challenges

on productivity of enhancement tasks in the model-based software projects compared

to traditional software projects [226, 227].

6.3.4 Field Study and Data Collection

We conducted this field study at Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Ltd

for about one year in India.

Selection of projects: Six similar projects that were stable and running for a

long time were selected for this study. These projects belong to the same domain,

follow the same organizational process, develop software at the application layer of the

product and use the same configuration, project management and build tools. These

projects have skilled programmers executing tasks using both model-based software

development and traditional software development.

Type of tasks: Typically a maintenance project can have multiple types of tasks:

bug fixings, enhancements, investigations, etc. In this study, we considered enhance-

ment tasks.

Selection of programmers: Programmers having two to three years of experience

executing enhancement tasks using model-based software development and traditional

software development were selected.

Development environment: Model-based development tasks were executed us-

ing the tool Ascet. Traditional software development tasks were executed using C

language.
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Table 6.6: Number of tasks of different sizes in the two development models

Size (ATR) 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 >20

Model-

based

72 53 18 12 16

Traditional 68 21 25 13 19

Independent review: Each task executed by programmers was reviewed by a

senior programmer in the project.

Software size: For size, we used Adjusted Testable Requirements (ATR), a vari-

ation of the Testable Requirements metric, which is a stable and common size measure

followed in the organization for enhancement tasks in both model-based and traditional

software development for a very long time.

Data collection: We collected data from 329 tasks in the six chosen projects.

Around 170 tasks were performed using model-based software development and 155

were performed using traditional software development. The number of tasks of differ-

ent sizes in the model-based and traditional software development is given in table 6.6.

Total effort: Total effort spent on the task is the effort taken from the start

to the completion of that task. A task is said to be complete when the software is

archived and delivered after fixing all the non-conformance issues/defects found by an

independent expert review and by thorough testing. Effort spent by each programmer

was captured and compared against the working hours of the programmer spent in the

organization to eliminate erroneous effort, if any, reported by the programmers.

Rework effort: Rework effort is part of the total effort and includes only the

effort spent to fix the defects/nonconformance issues identified in the code/model de-

veloped. The number of defects and non-conformance issues identified in model-based

projects was not compared with traditional software projects. The reason being, anal-

ysis of the defects between two different types of software development environments

requires correct categorization of defects based on the type of defects, the complexity
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of defects, etc., hence will be subjective.

6.3.5 Analysis and Results

We compared the software sizes of tasks executed using model-based approach and

tasks executed using traditional approach. After removing the outliers, Anderson-

-Darling test was performed to check the normality of the data. As the data did not

have a normal distribution, Mann-Whitney, a nonparametric test, was performed. The

results showed that the difference between the software sizes of the tasks performed us-

ing model-based and traditional software development was not statistically significant.

This indicates that the bias due to the size of tasks is minimized.

Our first research question was : Does model-based development yield higher pro-

ductivity than traditional software development for enhancement tasks? For this, we

determined the productivity for each task using software size of the task and the to-

tal effort spent on executing the task. We found that productivity of enhancement

tasks executed by model-based development (based on differences between medians)

was higher by over 10% compared to the productivity of non-model based development

tasks as shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Productivity of Model-Based Development vs Traditional Software

Development

We also studied the impact of the two development approaches on the productivity
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of tasks of different sizes. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.6. In this, the size

is in ATR and the number 100 and 0 represent the percentage of generated code - so

100 represents model-based development, and 0 represents regular development. The

number of tasks in each of size categories was given earlier. As we can see, the pro-

ductivity of model-based development is higher in all, except in the size category 6-10

ATR, where it is about the same as for regular development. This further strengthens

the analysis that productivity is better in model-based development.

Figure 6.6: Productivity in Tasks of Different Sizes for the Two Development

Approaches

Our second research question was: Is improvement in productivity achieved through

compromise on quality? For this we collected effort spent by programmer to fix is-

sues/bugs/unconformities identified in their tasks by an independent expert review.

Our data revealed no significant difference between the rework efforts of model-based

and traditional software development suggesting that model-based development yield

high productivity without compromise on quality as shown in Figure 6.7.

To better understand the possible reasons behind this productivity improvement, we

interviewed few project managers and programmers. We used semi-structured/open-

ended questions to know their views on the effect of model-based development on the

productivity of enhancement tasks. All the project managers and programmers whom

we interviewed felt that model-based development yields higher productivity for en-

hancement tasks than traditional software development. This qualitatively confirmed

what our study revealed.
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Figure 6.7: Rework Effort of Model-Based Software Development vs Tradi-

tional Software Development

Most managers and programmers felt that the main reason for productivity im-

provement was due to models providing graphical abstractions of the system at differ-

ent hierarchical levels, helping programmers to understand and analyze the models in

less time compared to traditional software development. Additionally, they felt that

the simulation capability of model-based development that allows programmers to sim-

ulate each model separately at the required hierarchical level helps programmers test

the functionality on-fly while incorporating the required changes in the existing models,

which also helps improve productivity.

6.3.6 Summary

Model-based software development is used to a great extent in avionics and automotive

domains to develop software for embedded products. The software of these embedded

products is often maintained for many years; therefore, enhancing the existing func-

tionality along with fixing bugs in the existing code base is not an easy task. To analyze

the long-term sustainable benefits of model-based software development, the effect of

model-based software development on the productivity of enhancement tasks need to

be well understood. In this study, we observed a total of 329 enhancement tasks per-

formed by programmers using model-based and traditional software development in six

similar live projects at Robert Bosch Engineering & Business Solutions Private Ltd.,

a CMMi level 5 software company. We found that the productivity of model-based
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enhancement tasks was higher by over 10% as compared to traditional software devel-

opment. Programmers and project managers whom we interviewed feel that different

layers of graphical abstractions and inherent simulation capabilities of model-based

software development help comprehend software better and improve productivity.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Discussion

Much of the work on productivity improvement has focused on introducing a process

improvement or a new tool in a project or an organization. Relatively lesser attention

has been given to the behavior or practices of programmers for improving productivity.

We know that some programmers, even those with similar backgrounds, experience,

and training, are much more productive as compared to others - difference can often

be 2 to 3 times. In other words, the productivity of high-productivity programmers

in a project sometimes can be 2 to 3 times the productivity of average-productivity

programmers in the project. What makes a programmer far more productive than an

average programmer is an issue that has not been well studied.

In this thesis, we focused on the impact of task processes on programmer produc-

tivity. Typically, a programmer who is assigned a task of a few days would execute

it incrementally in small steps, each step performing some well-defined activity. How

the execution of these steps is organized by a programmer is what we refer to as a

task process. Task process used by one programmer may vary from another for the

same task as the overall software process does not standardize any task process. It

should, therefore, be possible to improve the productivity of programmers by improv-

ing their task processes. Further, it should be possible to improve the productivity of

average-productivity programmers by training them to follow the task process of high

productivity programmers. This is the focus of this thesis.
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In this thesis, we studied the task processes of high and average-productivity pro-

grammers to investigate mainly the following research questions:

• Does a programmer use similar task process while executing a similar type of

task?

• Are the task processes of high- and average-productivity programmers similar?

And how do they differ from each other?

• Whether the productivity of average-productivity programmers increases by trans-

ferring the task processes of high-productivity programmers?

For studying these research questions, we studied some live projects in Robert

Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Limited, a CMMi Level 5 company. We

took a few similar model-based testing projects, and in each project, we identified two

sets of programmers - high-productivity programmers and average-productivity pro-

grammers. We studied the task processes of programmers in the two groups to identify

the similarity between the task processes used by programmers in a group, and dif-

ferences from the task processes used by the other group. Finally, we transferred the

task processes of high-productivity programmers to average-productivity programmers

by training the average-productivity programmers on the key steps missing in their

process but commonly present in the high productivity programmers, and studied the

impact of this on their productivity.

For studying the task processes of programmers, we captured their computer mon-

itor and then analyzed the task videos to extract the task process used for a task. For

quantifying the differences between task processes, we modeled each task process as a

Markov chain, with each step in a task process as a node and moving from one step to

another as the transition. The difference between task processes was taken to be the

distance between the state transition matrices of task processes.

Our study showed that task processes of high-productivity programmers are similar

to each other, while task processes of average-productivity programmers vary more.
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The study also shows that task processes of high-productivity programmers are differ-

ent from the task processes of average-productivity programmers.

For transferring the task processes of high-productivity programmers to average-

productivity programmers, we identified the important steps that need to be changed,

added, or deleted, and then trained the average-productivity programmer(s) on those.

We found that the productivity of average-productivity programmers increased signifi-

cantly and the similarity between the task processes of high- and average-productivity

programmers also increased.

Apart from studying the task processes of high- and average-productivity program-

mers, we have also reported results of a few other studies for improving the productivity

of programmers. We investigated the effect of productivity of trainers on the productiv-

ity of new programmers and the team by conducting a limited study on a live project.

We found that the new programmers trained by high-productivity programmers were

more productive than the programmers trained by average-productivity programmers.

We also found a strong similarity between the task processes of the new programmers

and their trainers.

We reported a study on countering Parkinson’s law to improve programmer pro-

ductivity. To counter the effect of Parkinson’s law that may be there, we allocated

one-third less time than the estimated effort for a task, while facilitating issue resolu-

tion at the same time so the main reason for wasted time is removed. We conducted

this study for about six months in seven software projects, and found an improvement

of at least 15% in productivity of the programmers without any degradation in the

quality of the programs developed by them.

We also studied the impact of model based development on productivity and qual-

ity of maintenance tasks, in which we observed 173 enhancement tasks done using

model based software development, and 156 enhancement tasks using traditional soft-

ware development, in six live projects over one year. We found that the productivity

of enhancement tasks executed using model based software development was higher by
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over 10% as compared to traditional software development.

7.1 Limitations and Threats to Validity

Our framework for studying impact of task processes requires grouping of programmers

into two groups of high- and average-productive. Consequently, the framework requires

a reasonable number of programmers executing a particular type of task for grouping

them into two groups of high- and average-productive. Hence, this framework can be

applied only to tasks like coding, enhancements, testing, etc. where more number of

programmers in a project would be working. It may not be suitable for tasks in which

only a few people are involved, e.g. architecture design, project planning, etc. It should

however be noted that for productivity gains it is in any case more advantageous to

focus on tasks where larger number of people are involved.

The framework is based on learning by average productivity programmers from

their high-productivity peers. This implicitly assumes that the population on which

this framework is applied is such that they are open to learning from peers and may

be looking for ways to improve their task execution processes. We feel that due to

this, the framework may be more suitable for junior programmers in a project rather

than experienced senior programmers since the latter group is generally rather small

and senior programmers are often in a state where they may have evolved and mature

personal task processes which may not be amenable to change, or which may have

already incorporated learnings from peers.

In our study, we applied this framework on programmers having 1-2 years of experi-

ence largely because of the direction from management as the programmers having 1-3

years of experience are the major workforce in the organization executing project tasks.

(Typically, the size of a project team in the organization is around 12-14 members. The

number of programmers having experience less than three years would be around 8.

The remaining members would be a project manager, associate project manager, archi-

tects, and specialists, etc. It is due to this, the number of programmers in some studies

is around six only from a project team.) This is a clear limitation of this work and the
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results - it is based only on study of junior programmers of 1-2 years of experience and

it is not clear how the results may generalize for programmers with more experience.

Also, the number of subjects involved in the studies is limited - that is also a threat to

generalizability of the results we have seen

We have applied this framework to only model-based unit-testing tasks. It was with

great deal of effort and convincing (and a study we conducted with project managers)

to get a buy-in for doing this study. We tried to get the buy-in from management

for applying this to other types of tasks, but that was not approved. Due to this, the

results of the experiment are clearly not generalizable to other tasks executed by large

number of (junior) programmers, like coding, bug fixing, enhancements, unit testing of

code developed in regular programming languages, etc.

We hope that other organizations or groups will use the framework to try it on other

tasks to better understand the utility of this approach. It should be added, that an at-

tempt was made and some companies were approached for trying this, but they did not

show interest in using the framework being used by one company in theirs. Also, as we

have noted, even when the senior management wants to do such a study, considerable

effort and thinking is needed to get the buy-in from different stakeholders involved in

the experiment. We expect that if this framework is applied to other tasks executed

by junior programmers, some benefits should accrue to the average-productivity pro-

grammers by learning from their higher-productivity peers.

Another key limitation of this work is that the experiments are done in one company

only, and in one country. While it can possibly be argued that most high maturity or-

ganizations (in India) doing unit testing of model based development may benefit from

applying this framework, the confidence in these results will increase if more experi-

ments can be repeated in different companies, perhaps across countries also, to further

validate the results.

Conducting controlled experiments on live projects in challenging. To repeat the

execution of same tasks by other programmers to create a baseline for comparison is

generally not possible in companies executing live projects, as it has direct impact on
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cost and schedule. Due to this, we did not attempt any controlled experiments, but

used live projects.

The tasks in the study are similar to each other though not exactly same. Further,

the tasks are distributed across the two groups almost randomly. Due to this, we feel

that no systematic bias was introduced while assigning tasks to programmers. Further,

unlike the tasks in normal software development, the tasks in an application layer of

safety embedded software are much confined and have limited variation. For example,

one task in normal software development can have pointers, and another task may not

have. One task may be calling for external files or repositories etc. but another task

may not be doing that. However, when it comes to an application layer of safety em-

bedded software, the variation in tasks will be limited. The tasks in safety embedded

application layer software will neither use pointers, structures not call any additional

file mechanisms, etc. Additionally, the tasks considered in this study belong to the

same application, same domain, same underlying platform (hardware), and use the

same tools for execution.

7.2 Future Work

Much more can be done in studying task processes. First, a clear possible future work is

to see the impact of task processes on other commonly assigned tasks to programmers.

In particular, tasks like modeling, coding, bug fixing, enhancements, etc., in which

many programmers spend a considerable amount of effort. Further, such studies, or

even the repeat of the study we had done, can be done in other organizations to see if

similar benefits are obtained.

In this work, we have focused on identifying the task processes of high-productivity

programmers and using it to identify possible improvement opportunities in average-

productivity programmers in model-based testing. We have not considered the possi-

bilities of using understanding and analysis of task processes for improving the produc-

tivity of high-productivity programmers themselves. Once task processes are recorded,

along with their attributes about how much effort is being spent on different steps in the
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process, it should be possible to apply process analysis and improvement approaches

to explore productivity improvement for high-productivity programmers as well.

For the study of task processes, in this work, we extracted task processes through

manual analysis of videos and records. It is clear that automated platforms need to be

developed that can capture the video and with some inputs from the programmers, can

convert it to task processes, which can then be analyzed through tools. This is another

area of future work.

Another possible line of work can be to develop lightweight methods to identify

task processes (eg., a programmer documents it and then somebody check if needed

that is how the programmer execute the task), and identify key differences (e.g. by vi-

sually comparing and discussing), and then transfer the processes of high-productivity

programmers to average-productivity programmers by having high-productivity pro-

grammers train them, particularly on the differences. Such an approach is likely to be

appealing to many large organizations which have quality teams or process teams in

place for improving productivity.

In this work, we focused on peer groups only. The assumption was that they have

similar potential and background, so the possibility of successfully transferring task

process from one sub-group to another is more feasible. However, we also know that

productivity of programmer often improves with experience, at least in the initial years.

There have been studies to understand how experienced programmers do some work.

This framework can be used to understand their task processes as well. It is not clear

how effective the transfer of the task processes will be in this case - but clearly, this is

another area of conducting experiments.

A key goal of the framework for studying task processes is to improve the produc-

tivity of individual programmers. In the current work, the learning for improving the

task process comes from task processes of other more productive programmers. There

is a possibility of exploring other approaches for learning for improving the productivity

of a programmer. For example, the learning for a programmer can be obtained from

the data collected about the programmers past coding assignments through various
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repositories and methods. This can open a new area of “self-learning” by programmers

using mining and learning for improving their productivity, or other aspects of their

work.
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